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ABSTRACT  
   
Proteins are a fundamental unit in biology.  Although proteins have been 
extensively studied, there is still much to investigate.  The mechanism by which 
proteins fold into their native state, how evolution shapes structural dynamics, 
and the dynamic mechanisms of many diseases are not well understood.  In this 
thesis, protein folding is explored using a multi-scale modeling method including (i) 
geometric constraint based simulations that efficiently search for native like 
topologies and (ii) reservoir replica exchange molecular dynamics, which identify 
the low free energy structures and refines these structures toward the native 
conformation.  A test set of eight proteins and three ancestral steroid receptor 
proteins are folded to 2.7Å all-atom RMSD from their experimental crystal 
structures. Protein evolution and disease associated mutations (DAMs) are most 
commonly studied by in silico multiple sequence alignment methods.  Here, 
however, the structural dynamics are incorporated to give insight into the 
evolution of three ancestral proteins and the mechanism of several diseases in 
human ferritin protein. The differences in conformational dynamics of these 
evolutionary related, functionally diverged ancestral steroid receptor proteins are 
investigated by obtaining the most collective motion through essential dynamics. 
Strikingly, this analysis shows that evolutionary diverged proteins of the same 
family do not share the same dynamic subspace.  Rather, those sharing the same 
function are simultaneously clustered together and distant from those functionally 
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diverged homologs. This dynamic analysis also identifies 77% of mutations 
(functional and permissive) necessary to evolve new function.  In silico methods 
for prediction of DAMs rely on differences in evolution rate due to purifying 
selection and therefore the accuracy of DAM prediction decreases at fast and slow 
evolvable sites.  Here, we investigate structural dynamics through computing the 
contribution of each residue to the biologically relevant fluctuations and from this 
define a metric: the dynamic stability index (DSI). Using DSI we study the 
mechanism for three diseases observed in the human ferritin protein.  The T30I 
and R40G DAMs show a loss of dynamic stability at the C-terminus helix and 
nearby regulatory loop, agreeing with experimental results implicating the same 
regulatory loop as a cause in cataracts syndrome. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The art of simplicity is a puzzle of complexity. – Douglas Horton 
 Proteins are linear polypeptide chains comprised of amino acids linked by 
a peptide bond between the amide nitrogen and the carboxyl group carbon of two 
amino acids (Fig. 1.1).  Proteins are critical to life, compromising >50% of the dry 
weight of a cell and 
participating in enzymatic 
reactions, signaling, 
structure, scaffolding for 
DNA, transcription, 
transport, storage, 
photosynthesis, 
metabolism and more.  
Although a polypeptide 
chain is seemingly simple to 
visualize, proteins have a rich history and their diverse characteristics are still not 
well understood in many areas such as folding (2, 3), dynamics (4), allostery (5), 
and whether or not our computer theoretical models give good approximations of 
the physical forces in proteins (6).   
 
Figure 1.1: The formation of a peptide bond 
between two amino acids.  (source: 
knol.google.com) 
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The modern era of proteins in biophysics came about with insulin being 
the first protein to have its sequence determined (7, 8) and hemoglobin and 
myoglobin, the first proteins to have their structure determined via X-ray 
crystallography (9, 10).  Regarding the sequencing of proteins, sequencing 
technologies such as Edman spectroscopy (11) have made great progress since the 
initial sequencing of insulin (12).  Large sequencing projects, such as the Human 
Genome Project which completed the Human Genome reference sequence in April 
2003 (13) are helping push DNA sequencing to ultrafast and cost effective (14).  
With such advances there are currently >13 million protein/DNA sequences in 
RefSeq (15).  The advancement in the field has allowed for a mammalian sized 
genome, which once took years and millions of dollars, to be sequenced with 
current technology quickly and for tens of thousands of dollars.  There is not 
necessarily a 1-to-1 correlation between DNA sequence and protein amino acid 
sequence, as a post-transcriptional deletion will vary the derived protein amino 
acid sequence.  For this reason, protein sequences determined by mass 
spectroscopy or Edman sequencing are more reliable, but a combination of both 
DNA sequencing and protein sequencing to get a comprehensive picture is 
preferred.  This great effort has led to large databases containing vast amounts of 
information on DNA sequences, but, moving from sequence to structure, 
dynamics, and function has proven difficult.  
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Although the sequence of insulin has led to a great number of proteins 
being sequenced, the structure determination of proteins has not advanced as 
quickly.  There are currently 13,117,000 protein sequences in RefSeq (15) but 
only 74,732 protein structures available in the world wide Protein Data Bank (16).  
Of those 74,732 structures, many are redundant such as the same protein in 
different conformations, or have very high sequence similarity (single point 
mutations) amongst structures.  As the massive amount of data from the genome 
sequencing effort builds, the demand for useful tools to predict protein structure 
increases as experimental determination of structure cannot keep pace.  
Even before the crystallization of myoglobin and hemoglobin, there was 
some understanding of protein structure and how proteins were likely to fold.  
Given both an understanding of the amino acid constituents of proteins, and also 
the sequence of insulin, the α-helical secondary structure had been predicted from 
an understanding of salt bridges and hydrogen bonding (17).  However, 
crystallization of myoglobin and hemoglobin showed secondary structural motifs 
that were packed into unexpected tertiary structure.  In 1968 Anfinsen 
demonstrated that the structure of a protein is entirely coded in the amino acid 
sequence (18).  In his seminal work Anfinsen showed that ribonuclease is able to 
refold after unfolding in an 8M urea solution.  This exciting development led to 
research into how a protein structure is encoded in the protein sequence, and thus, 
how function is encoded into the sequence.  Predicting function and structure from 
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sequence is, however, a formidable task, as a polypeptide chain allows for a great 
number of possible conformational states available to the protein. 
For a polypeptide chain that is allowed rotations of the backbone torsional 
angles, the number of possible conformations is enormous.  The famous 
Levinthal’s paradox (19) was a “back of the envelope” calculation which stated 
that, even if “we knew these angles to better than a tenth of a radian, there would 
be 10300 possible configurations” that proteins could exist in.  Levinthal posited 
that there must be a mechanism to protein folding because, if proteins randomly 
sampled space until they reached their free energy minima, folding would take 
longer than the lifetime of the universe (at a minimum sampling rate).  
Experimental results in the Levinthal lab were inconclusive regarding the issue of 
protein folding.  Levinthal noted that the tests done on an enzyme indicated 
optimal folding at 37˚C.  The enzyme was stable up to 90˚C and renatured at 
37˚C.  When mutated, the mutant enzymes would renature at a lower temperature 
but continued to remain stable up to 90˚C.  Thus, the mutations likely interfered 
with the folding process but did not disrupt the native state.  From these 
experiments, the Levinthal lab was unable to understand the mechanism by which 
proteins fold. 
Since those early years of protein structure prediction, new experiments 
and new experimental techniques have both shed insight into how proteins fold 
and also added further confusion (20, 21).  Mature experimental techniques such 
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as Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and Small Angle X-ray Scattering 
(SAXS) have shown conflicting results regarding folding.  FRET experiments have 
shown that proteins undergo an obligate early collapse stage in folding (22) and 
SAXS have shown that proteins do not undergo an obligate early collapse stage in 
folding (23).  Surely there is much work theoretical work to be done to shed light 
on these contradictions.  Moreover, most experimental techniques, like single 
molecule FRET, that can examine a dynamic process such as folding are unclear as 
to what is happening at the atomic level, and, as previously mentioned, can be in 
conflict with other methods.  There are advances in these experimental techniques 
that look promising.  In standard FRET, it is not possible to tell the difference 
between a single molecule that is undergoing a dynamic transition versus multiple 
molecules in different conformations diffusing across the detector. With burst 
variance analysis (24), it is recently possible, at the protein scale, to distinguish 
between the two and identify dynamics.  Time resolved X-ray crystallography is 
a technique that is able to determine dynamics at atomic level detail.  However, the 
experiments are extremely difficult to perform and therefore results are sparse 
(25).  Techniques such as burst variance analysis FRET and time resolved X-ray 
crystallography are on the cutting edge and are not yet widespread techniques.  
Understanding protein folding to an extent that we can predict the native 
structure from the 1-D sequence is the answer to resolving the above conflicts.  
Physics based de novo protein folding can capture kinetics and driving forces, 
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properties of the unfolded ensemble, induced fit conformational changes, effects of 
mutations and aid in protein design.  All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations can be used to examine folding, however, due to limitations on the size 
and amount of time that can be simulated, folding and unfolding events are only 
recently possible on the largest of supercomputers for small proteins (26, 27).  
Not all MD simulations are able to reach the native ensemble for certain proteins 
however (28-31), which shows that improving the accuracy and transferability of 
modern force fields is necessary.  As MD simulations are not currently able to 
effectively examine protein folding in most cases, we must therefore work toward 
understanding the mechanism by which proteins fold. 
  To this end, many models of protein folding have been proposed and 
tested with some degree of success, both in reproducing experimental findings and 
also in finding the native state in simulations.  The nucleation condensation model 
(32), the diffusion collision model (32, 33), the model of foldons (34) that instigate 
step-wise assembly, and the Zipping and Assembly Method (35) are but a few.  
Testing of these methods in the above mentioned brute force MD simulations has 
proven inconclusive, as different force fields show the correctness of different 
models at different temperatures (36). 
One of the biggest contributions to structure prediction methods comes 
from the competition called the Critical Assessment of protein Structure 
Prediction (CASP).  CASP is an international competition that assesses the 
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current state of the art in protein structure prediction.  The results of CASP have 
shown that the synergy of interdisciplinary effort has allowed for many advances 
to be made in surmounting this challenge (37-39). 
CASP brings together two disparate methods of predicting protein 
structure; physics based ab initio methods and bioinformatics homology modeling 
methods.  The comparative modeling method of determining the native structure 
uses template based homology modeling based on sequence similarity of 
experimentally known 3-D protein structures. The first goal of comparative 
modeling methods is to associate the target protein with at least one or more 
structurally related proteins with known experimental structure.  This is usually 
achieved by sequence alignment of the target protein (unknown) with a database 
of known proteins and if a high sequence similarity exists, the 3-D structure of the 
target protein is assumed to be the same fold. Then, the target protein is modeled 
by threading the target protein into the template structure along with some energy 
minimization sampling methods.  Significant progress has been made in this area, 
especially in threading methods (40, 41).  However, as the sequence similarity 
decreases between the target protein and the database proteins (a sequence 
similarity of less than ~30 %), the errors in prediction increase (37, 41) due to 
incorrect template or reduced structural similarity between target and the template 
proteins.  However, homology modeling does not shed light onto the subject of  
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how a protein folds, and although it is an incredible tool for determining likely 
native folds of a protein, it is not necessarily the end goal in the question of 
folding. 
Free modeling, on the other hand, aims to predict the 3-D structure from 
scratch, without using any 3-D structure of known proteins as a template; thus, 
the success in free modeling is certainly the “Holy Grail” of protein folding.  The 
advancements in free modeling helps lead to a better understanding of protein 
folding mechanisms and to better methods of designing new enzymes (42).  As 
CASP brings together these two fields, many methods used in CASP combine free 
modeling approaches with bioinformatics tools.  One of the leading structure 
prediction techniques, called ROSETTA, is based on the free modeling assembly 
of 3-10 residue templated fragments using a Monte Carlo based sampling method 
(43, 44).  Besides Rosetta, there are other useful methods that use the same 
approach of “fragment assembly” for protein prediction (40, 45-49).  Typically 
the methods differ in the way they extract fragments and the sampling methods 
used in fragment assembly.  A recently developed method called TASSER (40) 
predicts the structure of low homology sequences successfully (i.e. the difficult 
case by comparative modeling) by dividing the target sequence into two regions 
after threading: regions that aligned well with the template and gapped regions that 
need to be treated with free modeling. 
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Figure 1.2: Free energy landscapes of 
proteins.  Top: A frustrated energy 
landscape of a protein. The protein is likely 
to become kinetically trapped in a local 
energy minima and in computer simulations 
will not cross the many energy barriers 
quickly. Bottom: Smooth energy landscape.  
The protein will quickly transition to the 
lowest energy (native) state at the bottom of 
the well. (source:(1)) 
 Although many of the more 
successful protein structure 
prediction techniques are based on 
the bioinformatics method of 
statistical inference techniques, 
physics based methods of structure 
prediction, which use molecular 
mechanics force fields to reproduce 
the true intramolecular and solvent 
interactions governing protein 
structure are still being rigorously 
worked on.  These physics based 
methods are not as fast or accurate 
in prediction when compared to 
bioinformatics based methods, but 
they are working to catch up, if not 
without difficulty (28, 39, 50).  A 
large part of this difficulty arises 
due to the large and potentially rugged conformational space of proteins (Fig. 1.2).  
This can be overcome, in part, with smart sampling methods, and, indeed, it is 
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possible to reach the native structure for many proteins using intelligent physics 
based methods (35, 50-62).  
One such recently developed physics based structure prediction method is 
called the Zipping and Assembly Method (ZAM) (35).  ZAM uses a search 
strategy on top of conventional molecular dynamics to explore putative folding 
routes that lead most directly and efficiently to the native structure.  ZAM has 
been tested through the folding of eight small proteins from the PDB to within 
2.5Å root mean square deviation (RMSD), giving good agreement with the 
experimental f-values known for four of them from experimental transition state 
studies.  In a more stringent test, ZAM was applied in CASP7, to the folding of 
six small proteins with from 76 to 112 residues (63).  
While ZAM is able to correctly predict the fold of small, globular proteins 
there is still a bottleneck at the assembly stage.  Therefore, a multi-scale modeling 
approach to alleviate this bottleneck is necessary.  FRODA (64, 65) is a 
constraint-based geometric algorithm which is able to explore the conformational 
space available to proteins quickly and efficiently and therefore has been 
successfully applied to generate stereochemically acceptable pathways between 
protein conformations (66).  In Chapters Three and Four the multi-scale modeling 
approach of combining ZAM with FRODA (ZAMF) will be explored. 
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In Chapters Three and Four, the 3-D structures of proteins will be 
predicted from their 1-D amino acid sequence.  Given that the information 
necessary to reliably fold into the native structure is encoded into the 1-D amino 
acid sequence by Anfinsen’s thermodynamic hypothesis, certain inferences about 
the likely protein structure can be made by analysis of the 1-D sequence.  If an 
analysis regarding structure from sequence can be made, then a natural extension is 
to compare multiple sequences and mutations in those sequences to determine 
both the possible deleterious effects of mutations and also the potentially positive 
function-altering mutations that lead to protein evolution.   
Regarding such mutations, they often occur in the DNA encoding for the 
protein.  Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) occur at a mostly constant rate 
over long periods of time, with variability dependent upon species, region of gene 
in the genome and specific sites within genes. As an aside, there is redundancy in 
the genetic code, and a SNP that is in the encoding region of a gene may be non-
synonymous or synonymous.  Synonymous refers to a nucleotide polymorphism 
that will produce the same amino acid, e.g. GAA  GAG will still produce 
glutamic acid.  Non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNPs) refer 
to a polymorphism that will produce a new amino acid, e.g. AUA  UUA will 
change encoding from isoleucine to leucine. 
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When considering protein evolution, analysis of the DNA is often the 
preferred method for building phylogenetic trees and comparing evolutionary 
related proteins.  This is due to the large number of DNA sequences available for 
analysis.  Moreover, sequencing is continuing to become faster and cheaper, as 
with the onset of the Human Genome Project the cost of sequencing DNA has 
dropped drastically to pennies per base pair as compared to only a few decades 
ago when the cost was $0.45/base.  As DNA contains the encoded information for 
life it seems reasonable that over long time scales the mutations in DNA can be 
assessed to give information about relatedness between species.  The rate of 
mutation varies to some degree between different genes in a genome, and varies 
quite wildly between species and between DNA and RNA.  For instance, DNA 
mutation in humans is estimated at 10-8 per base pair per generation, whereas viral 
RNA is estimated between 10-6 and 10-8 mutations per base per generation (67).  
Taking into account changes in the rate of variation, phylogenetic trees can be built 
from the relatedness of the DNA or RNA (i.e. from the DNA encoding the 16S 
ribosome subunit).  Considering relatedness from a proteins perspective (i.e. only 
considering the functionally important exon regions), these mutations, when 
allowed to proliferate in DNA, build over time to generate functionally diverged 
proteins (68).  As nsSNPs build over time, new protein mutants are often 
structurally indistinguishable from their parent protein (e.g. <1Å RMSD) but can 
have unique function.  To relate these proteins, a phylogenetic tree is built by 
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using multiple sequence alignments and occasionally annotations (69).  Building 
the phylogenetic tree is done by examining the evolutionary distance between 
modern day proteins, their mutations, and then using Maximum Parsimony (70) 
or similar methods to determine the likely most recent common ancestor.  
Methods that include more information, such as variability of mutation rate among 
different sites and structural network information have shown improvement over 
purely sequence based methods in prediction of phylogenetic trees (71, 72). 
Evolution is the process by which an accumulation of nsSNPs leads to 
new function or interaction.  These nsSNPs are non-neutral positive, meaning they 
lead to increased fitness for the organism in question.  However, nsSNPs can also 
lead to decreased fitness by disrupting protein stability, causing misfolding and 
aggregation of proteins, or by disrupting signaling and interaction networks (73-
77).  Analysis of disease associated mutations (78) can be done in a similar 
method to building phylogenetic trees, e.g. by comparing multiple sequence 
alignments.  However, it is known that multiple sequence alignment methods have 
difficulties accurately predicting DAMs at sites of fast and slow evolvability 
across related homologs.  Therefore, although the mutant protein may be 
structurally indistinguishable, characterization of mutations as benign or damaging 
can then be done through examination of structural properties such as the free 
energy of folding. 
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The effect of such mutations on the change in free energy between the 
unfolded (u) and native (n) states has been characterized in detail.  The ΔGu→n is 
only 3-10kcal/mol for most proteins and >55% of mutations are destabilizing or 
overly stabilizing by a ΔΔGu→n > ±1kcal/mol.  Of those mutations, >15% are 
destabilizing beyond ΔΔGu→n > 3kcal/mol (79).  There are currently many 
methods that attempt to predict ΔΔGu→n of mutations with quick, unphysical, 
energy functions (80-82).  Although stability analysis is important, there has been 
a resounding critique of using only stability information to predict the neutrality 
of mutations due to the inaccuracy of many of these methods.  This problem is so 
prevalent it recently lead Sunyaev et al to lament that it is “frustrating that 
predictions of ΔΔGu→n are so inaccurate” (82).  
So far the view of proteins discussed has been stemming from the 1-D 
sequence or from a single native structure.  Evolutionary and DAM analysis has 
been mostly confined to this view, and although sequence analysis and structure 
prediction is critical in gaining a complete understanding of proteins, most 
proteins are not static structural elements.  Rather, proteins must be dynamically 
active to perform their function, as is seen when enzymes are unable to activate 
when crystallized (83, 84).  With this in mind, a “new view” of proteins has 
emerged (85, 86) that places emphasis on ensembles and multiple folding routes 
rather than specific structures and a single folding route.  The “new view” is born 
out in enzymes such as dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and the arc repressor 
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protein.  DHFR catalyzes the reaction of dihydrofolate (DHF) to tetrahydrofolate 
(THF) by removing a hydrogen from NADPH to leave NADP+ (87).  The 
dynamics of DHFR are implicit in its ability to bind DHF and release THF, and as 
a target of anti-cancer drugs, there have been multiple drugs developed that bind to 
and alter the dynamics of DHFR.  It may not be clear in the case of DHFR 
whether it binds to DHF and then becomes dynamically active to perform its 
catalytic activity or if it freely interconverts between multiple bound and unbound 
conformations in the native ensemble and binding merely tilts the free energy 
landscape toward the bound conformations.  It is clear in other cases, such as the 
Arc repressor proteins which are shown to exist in two unique conformations, an 
antiparallel β-sheet and a two 310 α-helix structure (88).  The Arc repressor 
protein is not unique in this respect, as many other proteins natively interconvert 
between multiple states (86).  Therefore, this new view of proteins considers an 
ensemble in which a protein freely interconverts between bound and unbound 
conformations for each of its possible ligands, rather than older models such as the 
lock and key model (Fig. 1.3). Given that the dynamics of DHFR can be altered 
by drug binding, thus altering function, the method by which mutations and 
evolution alter function must therefore be accessible through analysis of the 
dynamics. 
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Figure 1.3: The traditional view of a single native state in an energy well is 
presented on the left. The view of proteins as dynamic with multiple interconverting 
states in equilibrium on a rugged energy landscape is on the right. (source: (86)) 
 
Recently, there has been some movement in the community to characterize 
proteins by dynamics (89) and this approach has shown promise in distinguishing 
structurally similar proteins that have divergent function.  In Chapter Four we 
explore dynamic clustering of proteins and show that indeed, it is possible to 
distinguish evolutionary diverged proteins by their dynamics.  Furthermore, those 
mutations that are critical to altering function can also be identified through a 
dynamics analysis.  Although doing a dynamics analysis when building large 
phylogenetic trees is not computationally feasible, dynamics may aid in improving 
resolution in phylogenetic tree building.  With method and technological 
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advancement, eventually it may be possible to refine larger evolutionary tree 
predictions using protein dynamics as a parameter for relatedness.  Furthermore, 
in chapter four will move beyond the concept of using dynamics to determine 
functional divergence amongst evolutionary homologs and will present using 
protein dynamics for identification of critical mutations necessary to evolve new 
function. 
If mutations critical to alter function in evolution can be identified through 
analysis of protein dynamics, then dynamics can also be used to identify disease 
associated mutations and shed insight into the mechanisms for disease.  The 
ability to predict disease associated mutations (DAMs) will be critical to the 
future of personalized medicine.  Static structure methods, as mentioned, are often 
good on average but not in the details of predicting specific DAMs.  Therefore, 
Chapter Five will explore the prediction of DAMs using dynamics based 
methods. 
Aim of this Thesis 
The core of this thesis lies in how to utilize computational simulations to 
explore the function and structural dynamics of proteins starting only from the 1-
D amino acid sequence.  To do so, a foundation of understanding of these 
simulation techniques is necessary, and Chapter Two will briefly introduce these 
techniques to the reader.  A novel, multi-scale method of protein structure 
prediction is first characterized in Chapters Three and Four.  Using both coarse 
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grained techniques and all atom MD simulation, exploring how dynamics relates to 
function, evolution, and disease is then explored in Chapters Four and Five.  By 
moving from sequence to function we gain insights into how evolution works and 
how disease occurs.  Thus, an understanding of structural dynamics (i.e. the 
underlying native ensemble) correlates to an understanding of function and the 
mechanism by which function can be altered.
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CHAPTER 2 
PROTEIN STRUCTURE PREDICTION: SIMULATION METHODS 
2.1 Molecular Dynamics 
Since the advent of modern day computing, scientists have taken advantage 
of the ability to numerically solve difficult problems to further our understanding 
of how complex systems work.  Two standard approaches to scientific computing 
in physics have been Monte Carlo algorithms and Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
(90).  The important aspect of each of these techniques is their ability to 
determine thermodynamic observables to compare with experiment while also 
examining details beyond the scope of experiment, such as time resolved atomistic 
detail or intensive properties of the system being simulated.  Just as with lab 
work, attention must be paid to detail; an improperly tuned parameter or a lack of 
understanding regarding assumptions made can give results that are contradictory 
or incorrect.  For example, the user should be aware that in all atom force fields in 
MD the classical approximation is made.  It is generally appropriate and it has 
been shown that the quantum mechanical mean field is equivalent to the potential 
of mean force in MD simulations by the Hellmann-Feynman theorem (91) 
provided that the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface is well 
characterized by the empirical force field.  However, if the user were interested the 
specifics of a single side chain flipping event, then a more detailed simulation, such 
as a QM/MM simulation, might be in order as empirical force fields can not 
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perfectly reproduce the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface.  The user 
should also note that in QM/MM simulations (92) assumptions about decoupling 
the nuclear and electronic motions are made using Hartree-Fock based algorithms 
(93) where the Hamiltonian is approximated as a sum of two body terms.  This is 
of minor concern as this approximation yields results with precision beyond what 
is necessary in biophysics simulations. 
Taking such assumptions into account, one must also understand that the 
results of identical molecular dynamic simulations may give unique results.  Just 
as in experiment where many measurements are made and averaged over to remove 
noise, random error, etc, the “correct” answer from MD simulations may be most 
appropriately represented as a Gaussian with a mean and width (94).  To 
properly compare with experiment then, one would run hundreds of MD 
simulations on every system of interest.  Unfortunately, due to the time and cost 
of larger MD simulations, it is often only possible to run one such simulation on a 
given system where the event of interest is observed multiple times, trusting that 
the average result will be close to the mean.  The width of the variance likely 
varies from system to system, but the width must be assumed small to accept 
results of MD simulations. The stochasticity regarding simulations results stems 
from a number of sources including the thermostat used, rounding errors in 
computers, and limited/non-ergodic sampling.  Regarding thermostats, whether it 
be a Langevin dynamics (95) or Anderson (95)  thermostat, there is stochasticity 
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involved and the results of the MD simulations should be considered as part of a 
distribution.  The Nose-Hoover (96) thermostat is somewhat different in that it 
uses hidden variables in the Lagrangian.  However, it is not without its own 
difficulties such as difficulty in properly sampling the temperature of the 
canonical ensemble (97).  There are many additional considerations when doing 
MD simulations, however, the most important of which is the force field used. 
2.1.1 Classical Molecular Dynamics 
In Molecular Dynamic simulations, there are many possible force fields 
used and each is noted for both good and bad qualities (98).  In the studies 
presented in this thesis we will use the AMBER 96 force field (Amber96ff) with a 
generalized Born implicit solvation model.  This is chosen as it is able to fold α-
helical and β-hairpin peptides (99) and single domain proteins (35).  Further 
specifics of our choice of force field will be discussed in Chapter 3.2, Methods.   
Molecular dynamic force fields attempt to characterize the energy of a 
protein as a function of its atomic coordinates.  These force fields generally 
consist of a few common terms characterized through the position derivative of 
the Class I potential, and the AMBER potential is (100, 101) 
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The first three terms all refer to bonded interactions whereas the last term refers to 
the Lennard-Jones potential (van der Waals forces) and long-range electrostatic 
forces.  These terms are chosen, in general, for their transferability from molecule 
to molecule.  The bond length, bond angle, and Coulombic potentials were 
parameterized by comparing to Hartree-Fock 6-31G liquid-state simulations of 
amides and hydrocarbons (6) and in part from recognition that the 
electronegativity (and thus the partial charge) of hydrogens should depend upon 
the atoms to which they are bonded (98).  The Lennard-Jones potential was 
parameterized from the densities and heats of vaporizations from the same 
simulations.  Finally, the torsional parameters are perhaps the most difficult to 
parameterize (102) and were calculated by comparing to tetrapeptide and 
dipeptide glycine and alanine conformational energies obtained from using the 
triple-zeta basis set in QM simulations (103).  However, due to limitations on 
computer power, the torsional parameters were fit only to a small data set of 
glycine and alanine peptides.  More recently, the parameters for the backbone 
torsional angles were recalculated with a larger data set using QM simulations at 
the Hartree-Fock level with the 6-31G* basis set.  These updated parameters 
achieve a better balance of secondary structural elements as compared to survey 
data from the world wide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB) (6).  The forces on the 
object being studied (in our case proteins) are calculated from the position 
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derivative of Eqn. 2.1 and velocities and updated positions are recorded using the 
Velocity-Verlet (or leapfrog) algorithm (36)   
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In order to maintain reasonable energies a time step of at least an order of 
magnitude faster than the fastest motions in the system must be used.  If a longer 
time step is used, atoms will jump through energy barriers leading to a large gain in 
energies and an unphysical simulation.  The C-H bond stretching is ~3000 cm-1, 
which is approximately tens of femtoseconds (fs), and therefore a typical time 
step in MD simulations is 1fs.  As the C-H bond vibration can typically be 
constrained without a loss of accuracy on the scale of the protein, this bond is 
constrained in many studies to allow for a larger time step.  In all studies in this 
thesis, a time step of 2fs is used with the SHAKE algorithm to constrain the C-H 
bond length (92).  
This 2fs time step greatly limits the total simulation time the user can 
attain in a simulation. Being limited to a 2fs time step means that on a modern 
computer, the time necessary to simulate folding and unfolding events of a small 
globular protein of 150 residues in explicit water would be on the order of decades.  
Folding (and other biologically interesting) timescales are often on the order of 
milliseconds.  Even a transition from one free energy basin to the next can be on 
the order of microseconds. As a side note, this issue also makes evaluation of 
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modern force fields a formidable task which can often only be done on the most 
powerful of supercomputers (104).  Piana et al recently found that 
folding/unfolding simulations of the villin headpiece by the Amberff03, 
Amberff96SB-ILDN, CHARMM27, and CHARMM22* the final folded state 
predicted by all four force fields was similar, but the folding kinetics and the 
properties of the unfolded ensemble were unique to each force field.  Each 
simulation lasted over 100µs on Anton, the fastest supercomputer in the world 
for MD simulations.  It has been noted that many modern force fields have time 
scales for crossing energy barriers which are on the order of tens of µseconds 
(105) and such simulations are out of reach for any except the most powerful of 
supercomputers.  In general, MD simulations are compared to experiment in only 
one parameter, which is whether or not they can produce a structure similar to the 
experimentally determined structure.  All of the force fields tested by Piana et al 
produced the experimental structure and all had folding rates that agreed well with 
experiment, but they each exhibited different thermodynamics, e.g. in order to 
observe the folding and unfolding events each force field was simulated at a 
different temperature.  When interpreting results from MD simulations, one must 
be very careful to understand the assumptions that go into each simulation and 
also the limitations on accuracy/transferability between force fields.   
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2.1.2 Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics 
There have been many attempts to move beyond the limits imposed by 
the 1-2fs time step used in MD, and a typical method is to increase sampling 
efficiency.  Increasing the temperature is one such way to allow energy barriers to 
be easily crossed and therefore larger amounts of phase space sampled.  With 
advances in technology, the Replica Exchange MD (106) method has become quite 
popular.  The temperature replica exchange method (hereafter referred to as just 
replica exchange molecular dynamics, or REMD) sets up a number of MD runs in 
parallel, each at a different temperature.  In the canonical ensemble at temperature 
T, the Boltzmann factor for each replica is 
! 
WB x;T( ) = exp "#H q, p( )( )       (2.3) 
where q and p are the generalized position and momentum coordinates, 
respectively, and the Hamiltonian is the sum of the kinetic and potential energies 
! 
H q, p( ) = K p( ) + E q( )         (2.4) 
During the simulation, swaps are attempted between two adjacent temperature 
replicas.  To obey detailed balance, the swap probability between two replicas 
must obey 
! 
W
REM
X( )w X " # X ( ) = WREM # X ( )w # X " X( )     (2.5) 
where w is the transition from state X to X’ and WREM represents the possibility of 
being in state X (or X’) in any replica of the simulation 
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and the summation from i to M is the summation across all replicas and the m is 
the temperature label where there is one temperature per replica and vice versa.  
Thus, the state X is specified by temperature m in replica i where 
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When the swap is attempted, the Boltzmann weighted energies are 
compared between two replicas and a swap is then accepted or rejected based on a 
Metropolis Monte Carlo accept reject algorithm.  The weighted difference in 
energy/temperature is 
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This is then compared to a random number with an accept/reject criteria 
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One may notice that the kinetic energy terms does not appear in the weighted 
energy difference considered in the swap criteria.  That is because we can use the 
equipartition theorem to rescale the velocities.  More closely, due to the 
equipartition theorem, the average kinetic energy of any replica is  
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where k is a summation over each atom, N is the number of molecules and kB is the 
Boltzmann constant.  As such, the weighted ensemble from Eqn. 2.3 will simply 
scale the momenta between replicas i and j by the square root of the temperatures 
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        (2.11) 
Therefore, combining Eqn’s 2.5, 2.6, 2.8 and 2.11 we are left with the swap ratio 
in Eqn. 2.9. 
The temperature spacing is critical as it can be set by the user to try and 
achieve a desired swap rate (Eqn 2.9).  Swap rates are often dependent upon the 
specifics of the simulation, and general values used vary between 0.3 and 0.5.  To 
achieve consistent swap rates between all replicas, Sugita and Okamoto suggests 
an exponential distribution of temperatures. Certain studies, such as the recent 
study about the effects of naproxen on Amyloidβ (Aβ) oligomer and fibril 
formation (107) choose to use linearly spaced temperatures to achieve lower swap 
rates between replicas at lower temperatures.  This biases the simulation to more 
completely explore energy wells at lower temperatures as the swap rate is reduced 
among the lower temperature replicas.  The assumption is that higher 
temperatures move through conformational space more quickly and therefore can 
be swapped more often.   
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REMD has two main advantages: (i) REMD explores more conformational 
space than conventional MD techniques since swapping induces random walks in 
temperature space that facilitate escaping local energy minima; (ii) REMD 
samples from the canonical ensemble at each temperature, giving estimates of free 
energies, not just energies. Thus, higher-population structures emerging at the low-
temperature replicas (e.g. by clustering) have more stable folds.  REMD has been 
highly successful and therefore used for a large number of studies to date 
including, but not limited to, folding proteins (108-111), studying protein 
aggregation (105, 112-114), protein engineering (115), and also for refinement of 
protein structures including loops and secondary structures (116, 117).  
REMD obeys detailed balance and samples the conformational space 
available to a protein in an efficient manner.  However, REMD is limited in that, 
for large systems, the number of replicas needed increases as the square root of the 
degrees of freedom (118).  Additionally, dynamics, canonically, are difficult to 
determine in REMD simulations as during each swap the velocities must all be 
renormalized in order to correctly approximate the temperature.  As we are very 
interested in how structural dynamics relates to function, this subject will be 
addressed in Chapter 5.3, Methods. 
2.1.3 Reservoir REMD 
A further limitation of REMD lies in how many unique conformations it 
can explore at any moment.  In other words, a simulation with N replicas can only 
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have N initial conformations as input.  For systems that are large, or there are 
many possible conformations of interest, a reservoir, or an infinite temperature 
replica, may be coupled to the simulation.  The replica can be either a 
preconverged Boltzmann weighted reservoir or it can be a non-Boltzmann 
reservoir.  The non-Boltzmann reservoir shall be used from here forward.  
Coupling a reservoir from which new structures can be swapped into the 
simulation is known as reservoir-REMD (r-REMD) (119).  Assuming that protein 
conformations that exist in the highest temperature replica must necessarily be at 
high energies and therefore not near the native state, these conformations are 
unlikely to be of interest in studying the native ensemble.  If additional 
conformations are available beyond the initial N which were seeded in the replicas, 
exchanges between the highest temperature replica and the infinite temperature 
replica can take place.  This removes the structure from the highest temperature 
replica and replaces it with a structure from the reservoir.  The swap rate can be 
user defined, but Simmerling et al showed that the proper exchange ratio must be 
given by  
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for any reservoir-replica exchange due to the reservoir being at an infinite 
temperature (i.e. βr=0).  Detailed balance is no longer observed in r-REMD, but is 
observed between swaps with the replica.  In this thesis, the reservoir will only be 
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coupled to the highest temperature replica.  A visual representation is included as 
Fig. 2.1.  
 From Anfinsen’s thermodynamic hypothesis the native ensemble is that 
which is populated by the lowest free energy conformations.  This being the case, 
from Eqn. 2.9, the lowest temperature replica should be dominated by the most 
native-like structure as the more energetically favorable conformer will be 
consistently swapped to lower temperatures. Fig. 2.2 shows that indeed this is 
the case (119).  
The r-REMD run shown in Fig. 2.2 was initially seeded with structures 
that were not in the native energy well, while a very native like structure was 
placed in the reservoir.  Fig. 2.2A tracks the native like structure during a 400ps 
simulation for 30 replicas, totaling 12ns, finding that as soon as it is swapped 
from the reservoir into the highest temperature replica (450K) it is very quickly 
swapped down to the lowest temperature replica (270K) and then dominates that 
replica.  Fig. 2.2B shows that after the first 100ps the run has converged.  RMSD 
fluctuations have decreased and the RMSD of the lowest temperature replica from 
the experimentally determined crystal structure has stabilized. 
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Figure 2.1: A visual representation of replica-replica and replica-reservoir 
exchange in an r-REMD simulation.  The reservoir is coupled solely to the highest 
temperature replica, here denoted at 400K. 
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Figure 2.2: Following a native like structure during an r-REMD simulation.  A) 
The black line (left y-axis) is a trace of a native like structure as it is swapped into 
the highest temperature replica and then moves through replicas in an r-REMD 
simulation.  The dotted line (right y-axis) is the RMSD from the experimentally 
determined native structure.  B) Black line (left y-axis) is the RMSD from the 
experimentally determined structure for the structure that is currently in the lowest 
temperature replica.  The dotted line (right y-axis) is the fluctuations in RMSD in 
the lowest temperature replica. 
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2.2 Principal Component Analysis 
Proteins exist in a 3N dimensional space that can be difficult to visualize.  Movies 
of protein motion in real space give a qualitative view of protein motions but do 
not quantify results from MD simulations.  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
is a method to quantify such data.  PCA, which can also be known as Singular 
Value Decomposition, Karhunen-Loève transform or Quasi-harmonic Analysis, 
depending on the discipline, essentially reorganizes data in N-dimensional space 
along a new set of orthogonal basis vectors.  The first principal component is the 
basis vector (eigenvector) along which the data has the greatest variance.  The 
second, and subsequent, eigenvectors are those that have the next greatest variance 
and are perpendicular to the previous principal components.  Biologically, the 
modes that have the greatest variance (the slowest modes/eigenvalues) are 
interpreted to be the motions most relevant to biological function.  Translation and 
rotation in MD simulations will always give six vectors that have a zero 
eigenvalue and therefore the top six slowest modes are ignored as the external 
degrees of freedom.   
When applying PCA to an MD simulation the issue of translation and 
rotational modes dominating the results can be dealt with by removing any 
translational or rotational motion.  This is done by first aligning and centering each 
snapshot of the trajectory to remove the translations and rotations, then by 
generating a vector of atomic positions, Xn 
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where xn is a 3N dimensional position vector for each atom n, and the < > denote 
time averaging.  Then, the covariance matrix, Cn,n is calculated by 
! 
Cn,n = Xn Xn
T         (2.14) 
From the covariance matrix, the matrix of eigenvectors (Vn) and the matrix of 
eigenvalues (Λn) are  
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The eigenvectors and eigenvalues are sorted in order of decreasing value of 
eigenvalue.  In Essential Dynamics (120) only the top 20 modes are typically kept 
as, once converged, any higher order modes (faster fluctuation/smaller positional 
deviation) are not relevant in determining large scale biological motion of the 
protein (120, 121).  After ordering, the set of principal components is then 
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and the top few modes can be considered exclusively in most cases.   
2.3 Coarse Grained Methods 
2.3.1 Implicit Solvation 
In examining performance improvement in MD, there are a few possible 
roads to improvement.  One is to increase sampling efficiency by techniques such 
as REMD (104), Adaptive Umbrella Sampling (122), Nudged Elastic Band MD 
(123), Targeted MD (124), and others (125).  Many of these methods take 
advantage of advances in computer power with parallel processing schemes 
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implemented in ways similar to r-REMD.  The second is to further the 
assumptions made and coarse grain the simulation.  A common coarse graining 
assumption made is to treat the solvent according to its bulk properties rather 
than treating each solvent molecule individually, implemented through a 
continuum representation known as the generalized Born method (126, 127).  
Thus, the solute-solvent interactions can be treated as perturbations away from 
the gas-phase behavior of the system.  The total free energy change required to 
place the solute into the solvent can be broken into separate terms 
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where ΔGelec is the electrostatic contribution to free energy, ΔGvdw is the van der 
Waals solvent-solute interaction, and ΔGcav is the change in free energy associated 
with forming a cavity within the solvent in which to place the solute.  Born (128) 
calculated the change in electrostatic free energy associated with moving an ion of 
charge q from vacuo to a solvent with dielectric medium ε in a spherical cavity of 
radius a to be 
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while shortly thereafter Onsager determined the change in free energy associated 
with solvating a dipole in a spherical cavity to be 
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where µ is the dipole moment of the solute and a is again the radius of the 
spherical cavity.  From Eqns. 2.18 and 2.19 we arrive at the generalized Born 
equation to compute the electrostatic contribution of solvation on the protein 
(129) 
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and rij is the interparticle difference whereas aij are the root-square Born Radii 
such that 
! 
aij = aia j
         (2.22)
 
Eqn. 2.20 takes the form of the Born equation, closely resembles the Onsager 
equation, or closely resembles the Born and Coulomb equations, depending on 
whether i=j, i≠j and the separation distance is small, or i≠j and the separation 
distance is large, respectively.  The effective Born radii are found by using 
concentric shells to determine the shell with a radius that reaches the dielectric 
boundary between solute and solvent 
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Here Ak is the surface area exposed to solvent, rk is the radius of the kth shell, and 
Tk is the thickness of shell k.  In short, the effective Born radii measure how 
buried an atom is by determining how large a shell must be used to completely 
envelope the atom and reach the dielectric boundary between solute and solvent.  
Calculation of these radii is important as the accuracy of the generalized Born 
method as compared to the exact solutions from the Poisson equation is almost 
entirely attributable to the correctness of the effective Born radii (98).  Methods 
which increase accuracy with which the burial of an atom is calculated are often 
more computationally intense, such as the S-GB model (90), and therefore the GB 
model is widely used even with its limitations.   
Consideration of the other two terms besides the electrostatic term in Eqn. 
2.17 provide the GBSA model used in simulations in Chapters Three, Four, and 
Five.  By setting  
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the cavity and van der Waals terms become proportional to the solvent accessible 
surface area, where the parameter γ has been determined by comparison to the 
change in free energy in transferring alkanes from vacuum to water and is 7.2 cal / 
(mol Å2) (130). 
The advantage of the GBSA is both that it removes explicit water and 
therefore drastically reduces the number of terms to be calculated in the potential 
function (Eqn. 2.1), and it also removes friction effects from an explicit solvent, 
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allowing the solute to shift conformations more quickly (131).  These two 
combined effects lead to approximate speed ups between 10-50 fold (132).  This 
means that time scales approximated from implicit solvation models must be 
closely critiqued.  Even with the continuum approximation, the GBSA method 
still is effective at distinguishing between native and non-native conformations 
(26) and is used in the field of protein folding (133).  Drawbacks to the method 
include a lack of a hydrogen bonding term between solvent-solute (though this can 
be modeled in), loss of hydrophobic effects from an explicit solvent, first shell 
solvation effects, and the loss of viscosity between the solvent and solute.  One 
method of addressing such limitations is hybrid models that include the first 
solvation shell explicitly and the rest of the solvent as a bulk medium.  The results 
from such simulations have shown to be in good agreement with experiment (134). 
2.3.2 FRODA 
Even with a combination of r-REMD and implicit solvation models, 
simulations of biological interest are still out of reach except in the most powerful 
of supercomputers (135).  To this end, many simplified models (or coarse grained 
models) have been used, such as the Lattice Model (136, 137), the GO Model 
(138, 139), the Elastic Network Model (140), and the Lollipop (Two Bead) 
Model (65), amongst others (141).  Here we will focus on the Framework Rigidity 
Optimized Dynamics Algorithm (FRODA) (142), a constraint based geometric 
simulation technique.   
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The original FRODA is based on the Floppy Inclusions of Rigid 
Substructure Topology (FIRST) (143), a program that identifies rigidity in 
networks using the Pebble Game algorithm (136).  FRODA is a Monte Carlo 
based algorithm for exploring the conformational landscape of a protein very 
quickly.  It does so by assigning atoms to rigid units, then randomly throwing 
those atoms a distance d (Fig 2.3).  The rigid units are then fit to the atomic 
positions and atoms are then minimized back to the rigid units, iteratively, until 
the atoms are back on the overlapping rigid units.  If a stereochemically acceptable 
conformation is reached within N iterations (N is user defined) it is accepted, if 
not, the previous conformation is returned to and a new random throw is made.  
There is no force field to account for long range interactions such as electrostatics, 
but atomic overlap (steric clashes) are disallowed.   
FRODA is able to explore conformational space as effectively as the 
Anisotropic Network Model (ANM), even if it does not transition to new energy 
basins as MD does (62).  It should be noted that the conformational space 
explored by FRODA is not the same as that explored by ANM, and that it is 
more extensive within an energy basin than that explored by MD, though this may 
be in part a sampling issue for MD and in part FRODA exploring regions of phase 
space that are high energy.  Additionally, FRODA will not produce a Boltzmann 
ensemble, but will rather produce a biased ensemble.  As the FRODA generated 
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conformers will be used to seed the reservoir in r-REMD in this work, this is 
acceptable. 
Comparing the speedup in exploring conformational space in FRODA 
versus MD is difficult, as there is no time in FRODA.  Thus, the closest 
comparison to be made is from the change in position of the atoms (or ∆RMSD) 
covered per CPU hour, where the original FRODA showed a factor of 4x 
improvement in exploring conformational space.  This improvement can be 
drastically increased through additional tools provided, such as a general 
hydrophobic collapse or a targeting scheme.  In the hydrophobic collapse module, 
for instance, the radius of gyration of hydrophobic residues is compared between 
successive steps and a Metropolis accept/reject criteria is applied, thus giving the 
user the ability to generate a targeted search toward collapsed structures.  The 
targeting module involves a small, directed, perturbation being added between 
selected residues after the random throw.  After this perturbation, the iterative 
step of realigning rigid units to atoms takes place.  There are many other modules 
that are available for the original version of FRODA, and documentation is on the 
flexweb server (flexweb.asu.edu). 
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Figure 2.3: The iterative fitting process of FRODA.  A) Rigid units are assigned 
from FIRST and passed to FRODA.  B) The atoms on these rigid units are 
randomly thrown a distance <d.  C) The rigid units and atoms are brought back 
together iteratively.  D) After minimization, a new sterically acceptable 
conformation is produced.  (source: communications, Dr. D. Farrell)  
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Figure 2.4: A representation of FRODAN geometric constraints.  A) A 
representation of Phenylalanine as rigid units.  B) The decomposition of those rigid 
units, showing where the atoms would be if they were modeled.  Cα has three 
overlapping rigid units, therefore it will only be allowed backbone rotation.  
 
FRODAN, an updated version of FRODA, improves the speed, 
reliability, and agreement with experimental Ramachandran maps 
(communications: Dr. D. Farrell).  FRODAN is very similar to FRODA, except 
that it does away with atoms completely, simulating only the rigid units (Fig. 2.4).  
For ease of language, the point where rigid units overlap and atoms would have 
been are referred to as “ghost atoms.”  At any point during the simulation, atoms 
can be positioned at the site of the ghost atoms with correct radii and no 
stereochemical overlap.  FRODAN uses inequality constraints (as a quadratic 
energy-like term) that are minimized with each step.  The potential is 
! 
V =V
shared atoms
+V
min dist
+V
max dist
      (2.25) 
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where the shared atom potential is a quadratic term to ensure rigid unit overlap at 
atomic positions is exact 
! 
V
shared atoms
=
1
2
kuij
2
i< j
"         (2.26) 
where uij are the distances between ghost atoms confined by overlapping rigid 
units. To avoid steric clashes, a minimum distance constraint is enforced via a 
“one-sided” quadratic potential 
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Where rij is the distance between the sites of two ghost atoms.  The maximum 
distance between ghost atoms that are bonded is just the opposite 
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The conjugate gradient minimization ensures that, with each step, a conformer that 
is stereochemically acceptable is being produced, whereas the iterative method of 
the original FRODA would occasionally fail due to the iterative process oscillating 
between two stereochemically unacceptable conformers.  With spanners (nearby 
atom lists, similar to the n-RESPA method in MD (144)) included in the 
algorithm, FRODAN is both faster than the original FRODA at exploring 
conformational space and is much more stable.  FRODAN is estimated to be up to 
4 times faster than FRODA (communications: Dr. D. Farrell).  With advanced 
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parameterization, the energy of conformers from FRODAN agree more closely 
with the energies of conformers generated by MD, up to a factor of five better 
than FRODA.  Also, FRODAN introduces a new module known as the 
“momentum run-on” module.  This module makes the assumption that if a random 
perturbation is made, and the conjugant gradient minimization step is completed in 
less than 10 iterations, the new conformation is along a desired pathway.  Thus, 
the next throw is not random, but in the same direction as the last with a slight 
random perturbation added to the directed throw of rigid units.  If the conjugant 
gradient minimization takes more than 10 iterations, the subsequent throw is once 
again completely randomized.  In molecules that observe a concerted motion (such 
as Adenalate Kinase), this momentum run-on function is very desirable, and 
provides speed-ups in exploring such motions by up to 160x over MD (Amber 
MD with GBSA implicit solvation and cutoff of 12Å), and 10x over the original 
FRODA momentum run-on module (communications: Dr. D. Farrell).   
As will be detailed in Chapter Three, we will use a combination of FIRST, 
FRODA, and FRODAN that is referred to as the FRODA2Hybrid. This new 
Hybrid method allows for the use of all modules associated with the original 
FRODA, but, the underlying algorithm is that of the new FRODAN and therefore 
it is much faster and more stable.  For the sake of simplicity in naming 
conventions, here we will refer to the FRODA2Hybrid method used as simply 
FRODA. 
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2.3.3 Elastic Network Model 
The Elastic Network Model (ENM) assumes that the protein network (topology) 
gives sufficient information to determine the motion in the native ensemble (145).  
In the seminal work introducing ENM it was shown that the global motions of the 
G-actin protein within the native ensemble predicted by ENM were essentially 
identical to those predicted by Normal Mode Analysis (146).  The advantage, of 
course, is that as a coarse-grained method ENM enjoys considerable speed-ups 
while predicting the slowest modes with high precision.  As such, ENM is able to 
effectively explore extremely large biological units, such as the ribosome 70S 
assembly (147).  As mentioned previously, it is the slowest modes of the protein 
that are considered biologically relevant, therefore, these large simulations are 
considered accurate in this regime with acknowledgement that anharmonicities will 
not be accurately represented.  In 1-bead ENM each amino acid is replaced by a 
single bead that is typically centered on the α-Carbon.  A network is then built 
that connects each bead within a cutoff distance (dc) with a simple Hookean 
potential 
! 
E r
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" d
c( )( )      (2.29) 
where C is the interaction (spring) constant and f is typically the Heaviside step 
function indicating that those residues pairs that are >dc are given an interaction 
potential of zero.  This new potential replaces the detailed potential of MD 
simulations (Eqn. 2.1).  In some models, f is not a Heaviside step function but 
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rather a function such that pairs of beads beyond the cutoff distance are connected 
via a spring constant that decreases with inverse square of the distance (148).  To 
determine the “motion”, a Normal Mode Analysis (NMA) is applied and the 
slowest eigenmodes are considered.  NMA is very similar to PCA, and as PCA is 
discussed in Chapter 2.2, we will not review NMA here. 
ENM (often referred to as ANM) (149, 150) has been widely used and has 
shed insight into protein motion, especially for those proteins with a hinge like or 
twisting motion (151).  ENM is used in flexible docking schemes (152), Cryo-
Electron Microscopy map fitting (153), domain identification (154), Steered MD 
simulations (155), and there are servers to allow high throughput examination 
across large protein families (156). 
The drawback of ENM is the simplicity of the potential.  By assuming a 
quadratic potential between simple beads the ENM method lacks the ability of 
MD to reproduce anharmonicities.  This effect is negligible if the motion being 
evaluated is restricted to the native ensemble, but does become more important 
with larger molecule and collective long-range motions (157).   
2.4 Perturbation Response Scanning 
 ENMs provide information on the equilibrium fluctuations and the various 
contributions to those fluctuations from different modes. Therefore, it is of 
interest to devise a modified ENM method where a specific perturbation to the 
system and its dynamic response can provide information about the underlying 
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landscapes beyond simple correlations between fluctuations.  A number of these 
types of ENMs have been developed whereby perturbations are introduced 
through modifying effective force constants (155), by modifying distances 
between contacting pairs (158), or both (159).  One may insert external random 
forces on the nodes, (i.e. α-carbons) instead of modifying the distances between 
pairs of nodes or spring constants and depending on the location of the 
perturbation the resulting displacement could lead to unique conformational 
changes. The Perturbation Scanning Response method (PRS) (157) does just this 
by coupling ENM with Linear Response Theory (LRT) to assess the response of 
the protein structure (i.e. displacement vector) upon exerting directed random 
forces on selected residues. 
Perturbation Response Scanning method (160) begins by modeling the 
protein with ENM.  Once the alpha carbons are connected, the molecule is in 
equilibrium, and the internal forces on any residue i is 
! 
b"f
i
= 0          (2.30) 
where b is the 3xM direction matrix of residue-residue interactions and ∆fi is the 
Mxl column matrix of residue-residue interaction forces.  With no external force 
applied, all the internal forces must sum to zero.  Applying this to the entire 
protein and summing over each residue will lead to N equations, and thus b can be 
generalized to the entire protein as a 3NxM matrix, B.  However, if one applies an 
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Figure 2.5: The PRS method.  A symbolic representation of a polypeptide chain.  A) 
The equilibrium condition as in Eqn. 2.30.  B) The new position of beads i..N after 
the external force ∆F is applied residue j, Eqn. 2.31. (source: communications, Dr. 
Nevin Gerek) 
 
external force then Eqn. 2.30 summed over all internal forces must be equal to the 
external force, ∆F, applied, i.e. 
! 
B"f = "F          (2.31) 
Using Linear Response Theory (161) each residue in the connected network will 
undergo a displacement ∆R, which will change the vector between each residue-
residue pair by ∆r and have the same directionality as the forces in Eqn. 2.31 
! 
B
T
"R = "r          (2.32) 
As the basis of this model is ENM, each residue i is connected with a spring to 
each residue j which means that Hooke’s Law for internal forces and displacement 
vectors can be rewritten in matrix format as 
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! 
K"r = "f          (2.33) 
where K is the MxM diagonal coefficient matrix.  Thus, combining equations 2.31, 
2.32, and 2.33, we get 
! 
BKB
T( )"R =H"R = "F
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#1
"F =G"F = "R  
     (2.34) 
which describes either the forces necessary to get a desired response or the 
response from a given set of forces.  H is the Hessian, the second derivative of the 
potential, and therefore G=H-1 is the correlation between residues.  Fig. 2.5 shows 
a representative model of the response from selected residues in the network from 
an external force.  This external force is applied iteratively for each residue N in 
the X, Y, Z, XY, XZ, YZ and XYZ directions to ensure isotropy.  For instance, 
the force applied in the XYZ direction for residue i is  
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where there are 3N terms in the force vector.  Thus, combining Eqn’s 2.34 and 
2.35, the response of residue k to a force applied at residue i is 
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Although here we examine the effect on the kth residue, this perturbation will 
effectively cascade through the protein along the network of bonds, causing certain 
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amino acids to have a high response, as measured in deviation from their original 
position.  The deviation per residue is then averaged over each perturbation from 
the residues i->N and the average response of residue k is recorded as the 
Dynamic Stability Index (DSI) 
! 
DSI
k
= "Rki
i=1
N
#         (2.37) 
Those residues which have a very low DSI (i.e. high dynamic stability) are 
assumed to be critical to structural dynamics by acting as hinge points in the 
protein, and this has compared well with experiment (162).   
To compare with MD simulations, it should be noted that the trace of the 
inverse of the Hessian between residues i and j is the cross correlation predicted 
from this model.   
! 
"Ri •"R j = tr H ij
#1( ) = tr G ij( )      (2.38) 
where Hij refers the the 3x3 element for x,y, and z.  Thus, the cross correlations 
obtained from the PRS method can be directly compared with the cross 
correlations from MD, and are in good agreement (160, 163).  
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CHAPTER 3 
AB INITIO PROTEIN STRUCTURE PREDICTION 
As excerpted from: Glembo, T. J. and S. B. Ozkan (2010). "Union of Geometric 
Constraint-Based Simulations with Molecular Dynamics for Protein 
Structure Prediction." Biophysical Journal 98(6): 1046-1054. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter One, although proteins are a fundamental unit in 
biology, the mechanism by which proteins fold into their native state is not well 
understood (2, 22, 23, 118, 164).  CASP is a community wide effort to advance 
the understanding of how proteins fold and to advance the prediction of the native 
protein structure.  In CASP, each team is given the 1-D sequence of amino acids 
from a protein.  The experimentally determined native state of each of these 
proteins has not yet been released to the community.  After a specified time limit, 
each team must submit their top five predictions for the native structure. 
Returning to ZAM, CASP7 results have shown that ZAM found 
secondary structural elements relatively efficiently, however the assembly of 
these secondary structures to 3-D structure is a bottleneck in the process. In the 
present study, we develop a novel approach to speed up the assembly of the 
secondary structural elements into tertiary native like structures in the assembly 
stage of ZAM. Our approach is called the Zipping and Assembly Method with 
FRODA (ZAMF).  Using FRODA, we generate a few different topological 
structures given the secondary structures (65).  As mentioned in Chapter Two, 
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FRODA can explore the large-amplitude motions of larger systems (i.e. longer 
time scale motions) up to 160x faster than MD (communications: Dr. D. Farrell).  
These considerable computational savings allow us to speed up the 
conformational search for assembly. Moreover, it has been shown that geometry 
based type of approaches in folding studies can shed light into principles of 
protein folding (165-167). Our approach couples the FRODA generated 
assemblies with replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) (104) using 
reservoir REMD (r-REMD) (107) to select the energetically favorable structures 
since there is no real energy function in geometry-based simulations.  Thus, 
coupling FRODA generated structures with r-REMD helps evaluate the best 
native-like topologies among all of the FRODA assembled structures, and due to 
the metropolis nature of REMD runs, the low energy native like structures 
dominate the lowest replica, as shown in Fig 1.2.  In addition this step also helps 
to refine the best model, and, after a couple iterations, allows determination of 
possible dihedral and distance constraints. With this approach we fold small, 
globular α, β and α/β proteins with an average RMSD of 2.7 Å when we use the 
correct secondary structures. We also explore how the accuracy in prediction 
changes as accuracy in the secondary structure predictions decreases.   
Although this current work focuses on the assembly and refinement stages 
of assembling secondary structures into a tertiary structure where much work has 
already been done successfully (45, 48, 168), the ZAMF assembly stage is 
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different in that:  (i) it is not database driven,  (ii) does not build loops between 
already packed helices, and (iii) explores all possible assembly pathways. In 
addition, ZAMF can begin with only the 1-D sequence and move to tertiary 
structure. However, exploring all possible assembly paths of all the secondary 
structure found by zipping would be considerably more computationally 
expensive than the assembly of correct secondary structures, thus our next goal is 
to incorporate the accuracy of secondary structure prediction to our assembly by 
using new features of FRODA.  
3.2 Methods  
The zipping method is documented in its ability to correctly determine 
secondary structure from the 1-D amino acid sequence (35) so, in order to not 
reinvent the wheel, exact secondary structure from experimentally determined 
structures is used.  In the ZA method the amino acid sequence is chopped into 
overlapping 8mers that are then grown into stable secondary structure through 
multiple REMD runs. These are then assembled with a combinatorial approach to 
generate many possible topologies for the final, complete protein, using FRODA, 
as discussed below in the Assembly section.  Finally, these many structures are 
ranked and refined to determine the most likely native candidate via r-REMD as 
discussed in Refinement.  These steps are outlined in Fig. 3.1.  
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Assembly 
Once the initial fragments are determined via zipping we then pass them to 
FRODA for assembly. With FRODA, the naïve method might be to generate 
secondary structures via zipping, generate a loop between fragments in extended 
conformation, and simply let FRODA run, exploring unique conformations.  
Considering the sheer number of possible conformations, this is not a tenable 
Figure 3.1: ZAMF Outline. A) The 1-D sequence is chopped into overlapping 
8mers, which are then run in MD simulations.  If stable bonds are formed those 
bonds are stabilized and additional residues are added to the 8mer, allowing 
secondary structure to form over multiple iterations.  B) The many secondary 
structure fragments are then combinatorially assembled to form partial proteins 
with FRODAN.  This is done iteratively until the entire protein is assembled.  C) 
All possible structures are ran in multiple r-REMD simulations to discriminate 
which is the likely native structure.  The structures that most heavily dominate 
the lowest temperature replica are assume to be the most native like. 
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solution.  In order to intelligently use FRODA we introduce a few new steps.  
First, the assembly is done both iteratively and all at once.  We could put all the 
fragments together, and build all the necessary loops in one step, thus giving us 
the full sequence of the protein.  Unfortunately, this does not always yield good 
results so we use both this and the iterative, or two by two method, where we 
start assembling the secondary structural motifs  (i.e. folded fragments) with the 
shortest loop in between (45).  We initially use only two fragments, and build a 
loop between these two.  After running this mini-structure through FRODA, we 
then take other mini-structures that have already been ran, and build loops 
between them.  Thus, we now have a structure with four secondary structure 
units, built up two by two. This process is continued until the entire protein has 
been assembled from secondary structural fragments and sets of fragments. The 
missing residues between these fragments are built in as a loop in extended 
conformation, and thus, the initial conformation has units of secondary structure 
that are very distant from each other.  The radius of gyration is actually 
maximized to help prevent steric collision during this loop building phase, with 
the added benefit that this will allow for the greatest amount of freedom of 
movement once the actual geometric simulation begins.  Once this is done the 
fragments are biased toward each other using two of the modules mentioned in 
Chapter Two. First, there is a simulated annealing step in which we minimize the 
radius of gyration of hydrophobic residues (RgPh) using the list of {ALA, VAL, 
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LEU, ILE, MET, PHE, TRP} residues. There is a correlation between nativeness 
of a conformation and its RgPh for structures with enforced secondary structure, 
thus this step will help discriminate between possible native-like conformations 
and unfolded conformations (45).  However, this alone does not ensure multiple 
unique conformations being generated.  Therefore, as the second approach, we 
perform many serial runs in parallel, each of which has a unique set of 
hydrophobic residues that have been paired together.  The pairing does not 
introduce a simulated annealing, but rather introduces a perturbation.  After each 
random perturbation in FRODA, an additional perturbation of 10% of the random 
throw is then added to each chosen pair of hydrophobic residues that pushes them 
closer together.  If they are already within 7.0Å of each other no perturbation is 
added.  We choose 7.0Å as a representative distance as we wish to mimic a 
hydrophobic tether of proper distance (141) while at the same time still allowing 
for motion. 
Once these initial conditions are set, the actual run begins. We use 
momentum run on (discussed in Chapter 2.3.2) to quickly cover large areas of 
conformational space during the collapse from unfolded to globular.  Running 
multiple FRODA runs in parallel quickly generates many unique conformations, 
however, each successive snapshot is likely to be very similar to the previous, 
with large scale motions happening only after many steps.  To cut down on the 
raw data being analyzed, we use a K-means clustering algorithm based on a 1.0Å 
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RMSD between atomic positions to get representative structures of the many 
thousands of structures that are generated (63).  The final clustered structures are 
then scored by the radius of gyration computed over all the hydrophobic residues, 
with the structures having the lower radius of hydrophobic gyration assumed to 
be more native like.  During the intermediate assembly stages (i.e. assembly of 
three or more secondary structural motifs) the number of clustered structures far 
exceeds the number of structures it would be reasonable to continue assembling, 
thus we must include a filtering step to discriminate among the clustered 
structures. Therefore, we choose only a set of few structures with two criteria  (i) 
the selected structures must have low RgPh, (ii) the selected structures must all 
have different topologies. We achieve this through selecting the structures with 
high RMSD between them among the set of low RgPh structures. However, 
during intermediate assembly stages, we exclude any structures that scored in the 
top 10% for lowest RgPh as these structures typically are packed too tightly to 
continue assembly, or loop regions have migrated to the centroid, which then push 
any structured regions out to the surface. Once these representative structures are 
chosen we continue on to the next stage of assembly. 
Refinement  
After assembling a protein with FRODA there are two issues. The first 
issue is one of dealing with the large numbers of clustered structures generated, 
and the second is one of refinement.  To deal with the first issue, we take into 
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account scoring mechanisms such as the RgPh and the number of hydrophobic 
contacts.  We combine these into a single scoring function and, as this has a 
correlation with native like topologies, we can then rank each of our structures 
from FRODA and decide which structures to use as seeds for each replica. The 
rest of the structures are seeded into the reservoir of structures to be used in r-
REMD.  The REMD has replicas from 270K to 450K to achieve maximum 
efficiency, using the AMBERff96 force field (169) with the GBSA implicit 
solvation model (igb=5, gbsa=1) of Onufriev, Bashford, and Case (OBC) (170) 
and a surface tension of .5 kcal/mol.  Swaps between replicas are attempted every 
1ps and a molecular dynamics time step of 2fs is used with the SHAKE algorithm. 
Each swap is performed five times per cycle.  The swap likelihood is controlled 
by choosing N replicas distributed exponentially in temperature (104).  To achieve 
a 50% swap rate we empirically determine N to be 
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where L is the chain length, Tmax and Tmin are the temperatures of the highest and 
lowest temperature replicas, respectively.  N is rounded up to the nearest whole 
number.  (e.g. 70 residue protein 2K53 uses 24 temperature replicas spaced 
exponentially from 270K to 600K and achieves an overall swap ratio of .534 
during a 3ns/replica run).  
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Once the seeds and reservoir structures are chosen and minimized they are 
each run for 3ns.  Of interest are two phenomena that occur during an r-REMD 
run, both of which greatly aid us in our search for the native protein structure.  
The first is that proteins in non-native topologies often spontaneously unfold 
during a run due to poor energetics a move to higher temperature replicas.  The 
second, which was noted in Chapter One, is that proteins that are near native are 
already “falling down” into the native well.  As previously mentioned, Fig. 1.3 
tracks a native like conformation that is swapped from the reservoir into an 
REMD run, showing that native like conformations will dominate the lowest 
temperature replica. This means that if there is a near native topology somewhere 
within the seeds or reservoir structures, it will quickly move as close to the native 
structure as the AMBERff96 force field will allow, while at the same time quickly 
becoming the dominant structure by moving into and staying in the lowest 
temperature replica.  These two phenomena lead us to the second phenomena of 
refinement.  The first r-REMD run is then analyzed for likely native contacts 
between residues and these are used as restraints in the second iteration of the 
REMD run.  We cluster the lowest temperature replica and use these clustered 
structures as seeds for the second iteration run.  This process is continued until a 
single dominant cluster emerges, and this cluster is taken as the native structure.  It 
typically requires 3-4 iterations until a single dominant cluster emerges, although 
there have been cases where a dominant cluster emerges after only the first r-
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REMD run, as is the case in Fig. 1.3 lower panel; the time evolution of RMSD of 
the snapshots sampled at the lowest replica and corresponding RMSD 
fluctuations.  We observe that the all-atom RMSD drops to ~ 2 Å in a very short 
time frame and the fluctuations at the lowest temperature replica quickly converge 
to zero. This indicates that when a native-like conformation exists in the infinite 
temperature reservoir it can quickly travel along the replicas and dominate the 
lowest replica.  Additionally, Fig. 3.2 shows time evolution of a random non-
native like structure as it moves through the replicas during the same simulation as 
Fig. 1.3, along with its RMSD from the experimentally determined structure.  This 
structure is naturally moved into the higher temperature replicas as the run 
progresses, due to more native like structures with lower energy dominating the 
lower temperature replicas, which is exactly what is aimed for.  However, this 
structure still samples the available temperature space effectively, showing the 
efficiency of the r-REMD method. 
 The philosophy behind this method is to try and generate a great number 
of topologically unique conformations that fairly well represent the possible 
conformational space around the native well, and therefore the introduction of a 
reservoir is necessary, otherwise it would not be possible to analyze all of the data 
generated.  Although the typical swap likelihood we choose between replicas is 
50% (set by appropriate exponential spacing between replica temperatures for an 
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appropriate Boltzmann factor) (104), the reservoir is essentially at infinite 
temperature so therefore the likelihood of a swap between the highest temperature 
replica and the minimized structures in the reservoir nears 100%. This, of course, 
violates detailed balance, but reversibility is not the end goal here, only reaching a 
desired end state.  Additionally, it could be argued that you can deconstruct the 
REMD run into many individual runs between each swap with the reservoir, and 
each of these would obey detailed balance. 
3.3 Results 
Using ZAMF, we assemble eight small, globular proteins, including α proteins, β 
proteins, and α/β proteins using their native secondary structures as initial 
fragments.  As explained in the details of the methods section, we use 
experimentally determined secondary structure during this initial test and generate 
an ensemble of structures using FRODA which are then later refined with r-
Figure 3.2: Tracking a non-native structure through an REMD run.  The black 
line is the trace of the temperature replica the structure occupied, while the gray 
is the RMSD from the experimentally determined structure.     
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REMD. With the momentum run on consideration described earlier, FRODA is 
potentially orders of magnitude faster, not at exploring conformational space, but 
at moving in a directed motion, such as undergoing a hydrophobic collapse.  This 
makes the ZAMF method a significant improvement over the original ZAM in 
efficiency of CPU usage, where the protein had to go from extended conformation 
to collapsed during the REMD simulation.  In the test case for the NS1 protein  
(PDB:1AIL, 73 residues), it took <30s to move from a conformation in which all 
the loops were in extended conformation to a hydrophobic collapsed state for the 
full protein.   
After the initial test case, we then move on to the data set of eight proteins 
mentioned earlier.  Table 3.1 presents the RMSD from the experimentally 
determined structures for our FRODA assembled structures both before and after 
refinement with an average RMSD of 3.7Å before refinement and 2.7Å after 
Table 3.1: RMSD From Native of Predicted Structures 
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refinement.  A few of the proteins on Table 3.1 improved their RMSD by almost 
2Å in the refinement stage, with an average improvement of a full angstrom.  
Additionally, although RMSD can be a good measure of our method, it should be 
noted that many of the FRODA structures are hundreds of kJ/mol higher than the 
minimized REMD structures in AMBER potential, and thus provide a very 
useful first step but must be refined.  Fig. 3.3 presents ribbon diagrams of those 
eight structures. 
The structures in the bottom row in Fig. 3.3 are the predicted structures 
from ZAMF while the top row of structures are experimentally determined.  The 
average RMSD of the predicted structures from the experimentally determined 
structures is 2.7Å for the top ranked structures in this test set.  All of the 
structures determined in Fig. 3.3 were done so by completely enumerating all 
possible combinations of secondary structure, however, once a native like 
 
Figure 3.3: Proteins successfully folded by ZAMF. The top row is experimentally 
determined structures and the bottom contains the predicted structures.  The 
RMSD of the predicted structures, from left to right are 1PRB (1.88Å), 1BDD 
(3.1Å), 1AIL (3.2Å), 1E0L (1.7Å), 1E0N (1.7Å), 1GB1 (2.1Å), 2K53 (2.8Å), 2ICP 
(5.5Å) for an average of 2.74Å 
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structure emerges is it possible to trace the assembly path back to the secondary 
structure units.  For the following assembly pathway discussion, the secondary 
structure will be identified by proximity to the N-terminus (e.g. helix h1 will be 
the N-terminal helix, while helix h2 will be the helix adjacent to helix h1, and 
likewise for β-hairpins).  
Assembly Pathway that gives the lowest RMSD structures 
For 1PRB (1.88Å) and 1AIL (3.2Å), the native structure assembly path is 
found to be first assembling helices h2 and h3, followed by assembling helix h1 
onto helices h2 and h3.  For 1BDD (3.1Å), the native structure assembly path is 
found to be first assembling helices h1 and h2, followed by assembling helix h3 
onto helices h1 and h2.  Interestingly, MD and experimental studies have both 
found the folding pathway of protein A to be similar to the folding pathway 
found using our method (35, 171).  1E0L and 1E0N (1.7Å each) are both 
assembled by assembling the β-strands β1 and β2 with the extended strand β3.  
Again, using our simple approach, the folding pathway found agrees with 
previous MD studies (28, 35).  For 1GB1 (2.1Å) the assembly pathway to the 
native like structure is found to be first assembling the helix with N-terminal β-
hairpin, followed by assembling the C-terminal β-hairpin on to the helix-N-
terminal β-hairpin. Finally, for 2K53 (2.8Å), the assembly pathway that led to 
the native like structure is found to be first assembling the N-terminal and C-
terminal helices with the adjacent helices (i.e. helix h1 with helix h2 and helix h3 
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with helix h4), and then assembling helices h3 and h4 onto helices h1 and h2.  Our 
assembly method compares favorably in terms of final results with other methods 
that have been used to assemble these proteins (28, 35, 53).  The proteins 
assembled in this test case are currently too large for all atom explicit water MD 
simulations of the length necessary to see folding and unfolding events on all but 
the largest supercomputing clusters.  
How does ZAMF compare with other purely physics based methods?  
First, ZAMF is able to generate accurate results for the WW-domain protein, a 
notoriously difficult to fold protein.  Other methods (48) have found that 
combinations of secondary structure and hydrogen bonding can effectively sample 
native-like states in a Monte Carlo simulation, although actually determining 
which of the states sampled is the native state is not yet possible in such 
methods.  ZAMF uses secondary structure along with hydrophobic 
pairing/collapse, although in the future dynamically searching hydrogen bonding is 
something to be learned from these methods. CPU time used is highly dependent 
upon the size of the protein assembled and the number of possible hydrophobic 
contacts, so it is hard to determine an average.  However, for this test set, on the 
average we use ~500 CPU hours per protein, a number that should continue to 
reduce with future refinements. Other methods, such as UNRES/MD (53) were 
able to fold multiple proteins using minimal computer time to within 5Å RMSD 
from native, with a required CPU time of 2-10hrs per trajectory and 10 
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trajectories each. Our CPU time is certainly longer, ~6 CPU hrs for the FRODA 
assembly stage of protein A and ~190 CPU hrs for the refinement stage, however, 
the end result is a more refined protein that is ~2.7Å RMSD from native.  
Although there is a tradeoff between accuracy and CPU time/power in all 
methods, each of these methods all work toward solving the protein folding 
problem in their own way, and the synergy of all our methods combined helps to 
bring us all closer to a robust physics based protein folding solution. 
During our initial test case, as previously discussed, we used only 
experimentally determined secondary structure.  ZAM predicts secondary 
structure with ~73% accuracy (63) which leads to concern over the robustness of 
ZAMF when secondary structure is not exact.  To test this, protein 2K53’s 
secondary structure units were both shortened and shifted to determine the effect 
each would have upon the robustness of ZAMF, as shown in Fig. 3.4, i.e. the 
helix adjacent to the C-terminal runs from residues 41-49 and during our runs it 
was shortened to residues 42-48, again to residues 42-47, and shifted to residues 
39-47.   
When 2K53 was folded with exact experimentally determined secondary 
structure, the RMSD from the experimentally determined structure was 2.8Å after 
refinement.  When the secondary structure was only slightly shortened, the 
RMSD was 5.3Å, whereas when the secondary structure was significantly 
shortened near the loop regions, the RMSD dropped to 7.6Å after refinement. 
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The assemblies of shortened secondary structure found the interesting result that 
the robustness of our assembly method decreases as the secondary structures 
continues to shorten.  To look at it from another perspective, as the loop length 
between secondary structures increases the possible conformational space to be 
searched (assuming rigid secondary structural units) increases and thus the ability 
of our search algorithm to sample this entire space decreases.  The secondary 
structure did begin to reform during refinement when the overall topology was 
near native like, showing that even with shortened secondary structures it is still 
possible to sample and eventually refine to near native conformations.  Had we 
continued further refinement, it is likely that these structures would have become 
more native like and the native secondary structure would have fully reformed.  
When the secondary structure units were shifted the robustness of ZAMF greatly 
decreased.  The RMSD of the predicted structure with shifted secondary structure 
was 7.6Å after refinement.  There is likely a two-fold reason for this.  The first is 
that the correct topology cannot be sampled with a simple Monte Carlo geometric 
constraint based algorithm if the loops are in the wrong places.  The second is that 
once these shifted structures were refined, the incorrect secondary structure 
unfolds at a greater rate than correct secondary structure can begin to fold in r-
REMD, which we see during refinement. 
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There are a few ways in which to address the issue of low-resolution 
structures (i.e. RMSDs higher than 4 Å) as the accuracy of secondary structures 
decreases.  The first is to increase the accuracy of secondary structures with the 
utilization of secondary structure prediction servers (172-176) and incorporate 
their predictions along with our own predictions.  These varied servers predict 
secondary structure with an accuracy of up to 80% so coupling ZAM predictions 
with server prediction at the early zipping stage can increase the accuracy of 
secondary structures. Another possibility along those lines is to expend further 
computer time on predicting the secondary structures, however, the secondary 
structure prediction will ultimately be limited by the force field used (29).  To 
combat the issue of increased CPU usage while still running longer simulations, 
coarse grained iterative fixing models such as the ItFix algorithm (177) can also be 
explored for more accurate secondary structure prediction.  Finally, the shortened 
secondary structures, although they do not produce results as well as those with 
exact secondary structure, still are able to accurately sample the correct topology, 
whereas shifted structures do not.  It would be conceivable to then simply shorten 
all our predicted secondary structure to avoid any shifted type structures, and use 
the shortened structures during all future assembly.  Thus we can increase the 
accuracy of consistently sampling the right topology by using shortened 
structures and combat this on the backend by increasing the simulation length of 
the r-REMD during the refinement stage with more strong dihedral restraints to 
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Figure 3.4: The native secondary structure (red) and the altered secondary 
structure (blue) of each of the helices in 2K53 are presented along with the 
ribbon diagrams of 2K53.  Experimental structure in each section is in gray, 
predicted is in blue.  A) When using perfectly accurate secondary structure, good 
results are achieved at both the intermediate (after FRODAN assembly) and 
final (after r-REMD refinement stages).  B) Using shortened secondary 
structure (cutting end residues off of helices) that mostly preserve loop lengths 
and allow for good packing and correct topology, and after a short r-REMD 
run the secondary structure is beginning to reform.  Longer refinement stage 
would likely lead to an even better final prediction.  C) Shortening secondary 
structure in such a way to significantly increase inter-structural unit loop length 
leads to further decrease of quality of prediction, although general topology is 
preserved. D) Shifting of secondary structure leads to non-native topologies 
dominating the r-REMD refinement stage and these structures begin to unfold 
during the simulation. 
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ensure the right secondary structural motifs emerge.  In truth, it will likely be a 
combination of the above methods that will ensure the most accurate prediction of 
secondary structure in future predictions.  
Overall, ZAMF has been successful folding purely α-helical proteins. On 
the other hand, β-sheet proteins prove more of a challenge.  Two issues that arise 
in our approach are in keeping β-strands extended in a Monte Carlo simulation 
and forming non-local β-sheets.   
The first of these issues can be addressed in multiple ways.  The first is by 
ensuring excellent hydrogen bonding along local β-sheets that will help to rigidify 
them. One improvement that had been worked on is the ability to analyze 
hydrogen bonds dynamically during a FRODA run.  The issue of ensuring 
excellent hydrogen bonding to further rigidify β-sheets would alleviate itself to 
some degree if, instead of analyzing β-sheets prior to the run, one could use the 
software to push toward better hydrogen bonding during a run.  However, during 
initial testing non-native hydrogen bonds were found and kept.  This locked the 
protein into permanent non-native states and severely hindered the ability of 
FRODA to sample conformational space effectively.  Future improvements in 
this are certainly possible, though not being worked on at this time.   
The second of these issues is highly related to the first, that of forming 
non-local β sheets.  This is an issue that could be alleviated with additional 
sampling, though this is far from a perfect solution.  The most promising solution 
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may be to let tertiary structure inform further improvement to secondary 
structure.  In the next chapter we will explore another solution, which is to move 
away from a purely physics based model and incorporate information for 
evolutionary related proteins. 
3.4 CASP  
Using ZAMF, we competed in CASP8 (www.predictioncenter.org), the 
community wide folding event in collaboration with Ken Dill’s group.  During this 
competition, a few issues previously mentioned were made clear during prediction 
of the earlier targets.  The issue of β-sheets remaining rigid did not allow us to 
submit high quality structures for the first few targets attempted.  During this 
time, the solution implemented was to add an additional perturbation to the 
random throws in FRODA.  Identifying secondary structure using DSSP (178), 
any β-strands were given a repulsive end-end perturbation if the ends began to 
fold over, i.e., if the distance between residues in the β-strand come closer than 
Nij*3.4Å where Nij is the sequence separation of residues i and j.  The time frame 
in CASP was very tight, and the turn around time between 1-D sequence release 
to model submission deadline was ~2 weeks.  Secondary structure was predicted 
using distributed grid computing through Folding@Home.  Dr. Vincent Voelz was 
in charge of this.  The protein was chopped into overlapping 8mers, as in the 
Zipping Assembly method.  Each of these 8mers was shopped out to hundreds of 
Playstation3’s where the Folding@Home algorithm would run them through MD  
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simulation overnight.  The trajectories were sent back and each 8mer was analyzed 
for the formation of secondary structure.  Using Bayesian inference, the likely 
secondary structure was chosen and inserted into ZAMF.  The secondary 
structure prediction took ~1 week. 
 This led to another issue during the CASP competition, the deadline for 
submission being very tight compared to having ample CPU time being available 
to complete ZAMF in only one week.  Some of the larger targets generated too 
many secondary structural elements, and it was not feasible to run ZAMF in one 
week.  Adequate sampling during such a short time frame was often difficult to 
Native 
Predicted 
Figure 3.5: A target from the CASP competition.  By attempting to sample all 
conformational space we find many conformations that, at first glance, appear to 
be close to the native, but the helix topology is not correct.  With additional time to 
better sample a very native like structure would likely have been found.  In the 
refinement stage there was not enough time for a single structure to dominate the 
lowest temperature replica during CASP, which lead to submission of non-native 
predictions. 
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achieve, as can be seen in Fig. 3.5.  The secondary structure prediction for target 
T0484 in CASP was correct to within two amino acids at the end of each helix, 
however, the native topology was not found.  Moreover, there was a consistent 
bias from the initial structure that was not able to be overcome using many parallel 
runs with unique hydrophobic contact lists.  Due to these issues, the native 
conformation of this target was not reached. 
3.5 Conclusion  
ZAMF is a multi-scale modeling technique that expands upon the original 
Zipping and Assembly Method by incorporation of FRODA, a constraint based 
geometric Monte Carlo technique.  This allows for both a fast and robust search 
through conformational space along with determination of the native like structure 
and refinement in an all-atom molecular dynamics simulation.  The initial test of 
ZAMF gave very promising results. Of the initial test set of eight proteins, 
FRODA sampled to within an average RMSD of 3.7Å of the experimentally 
determined structure and after refinement the predicted structures were within an 
average RMSD of 2.7Å to the experimentally determined structure.  Furthermore, 
the folding routes from ZAMF agree well with folding routes previously 
determined from MD studies.  Also, analysis indicates that shortened secondary 
structure leads to a slight decrease in final native state prediction whereas shifted 
secondary structure severely inhibits the accuracy of prediction of the native 
structure.  Although these results are promising, participation in CASP indicates 
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there are areas for future work, such as finding more intelligent sampling 
techniques with FRODA and how to deal with secondary structure unraveling, 
such as happened with β-sheets that were not well hydrogen bonded in the initial 
conformation.   
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CHAPTER 4 
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF FORWARD AND BACKWARD EVOLUTION 
OF PROTEIN FUNCTION 
As excerpted from: Glembo, T. J., Farrell, D. W., Thorpe, M.F. and S. B. Ozkan 
(2011). "Collective dynamics differentiates functional divergence in protein 
evolution." PNAS Submitted. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Proteins are effective and efficient machines that carry out a wide range of 
essential biochemical functions in the cell. Beyond being robust and efficient, the 
outstanding property of proteins is that they can evolve and they show a 
remarkable capacity to acquire new functions and structures.  In fact, modern 
proteins have emerged from only a few common ancestors over millions to billions 
of years (86, 179, 180). Moreover, the emergence of drug resistance and enzymes 
with the capacity to degrade new chemicals indicates ongoing contemporary 
evolution of proteins (86, 141, 179-183).  Therefore, understanding the 
mechanism by which mutations lead to functional diversity is critical in many 
aspects from protein engineering to drug design and personalized medicine.  
 Horizontal and vertical approaches have been used to analyze the set of 
mutations that lead to changes in protein function throughout evolution (184). The 
horizontal approach compares modern day proteins at the tips of the evolutionary 
tree. It identifies the amino acid residue differences within the functionally 
divergent members of a protein family based on primary sequence and structural 
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analyses and then characterizes the functional role of these residues by swapping 
them between these family members through site-directed mutagenesis in the 
laboratory to check for loss of function (185-187). Although the horizontal 
method gives insight into mutations critical to function, it often fails to identify 
permissive mutations necessary to switch function between family members. 
Protein function has evolved as mutations throughout history, i.e. “vertically”, in 
the ancestral protein lineages.  Therefore, it is important to incorporate the 
historical background which contains both neutral and key function-switching 
mutations when examining function-altering mutations (184). The vertical 
approach determines the likely ancestral sequences at nodes along the 
evolutionary tree and compares modern day proteins to their ancestors. Recent 
advances in molecular phylogenetic methods make it possible to obtain ancestral 
sequences by protein sequence alignments in a phylogenetic framework using 
Bayesian and Maximum Likelihood methods (188, 189). DNA molecules are 
synthesized coding for the most probable ancestral sequences and the protein 
expressed, allowing for experimental characterization of the ancient protein. The 
vertical approach has been used to gain insight into the underlying principles of 
protein function and evolution in several proteins including opsins (190, 191), 
GFP-like protein (192, 193), and others (194-198). More recently, a vertical 
analysis of two ancestral nuclear receptors has been coupled with X-ray structure 
determination in successfully elucidating the switching of function between 
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divergent members (199, 200).  Such studies highlight the importance of including 
ancient protein structures into evolutionary studies.  
 Furthermore, understanding the inherent structural dynamics is crucial to 
give a more complete understanding of protein evolution. A small local structural 
change due to a single mutation can lead to a large difference in conformational 
dynamics, even at quite distant residues due to structural allostery (201). Thus the 
one sequence-one structure-one function paradigm is being extended to a new 
view: an ensemble of different conformations in equilibrium that can evolve new 
function (79, 86, 202, 203). The importance of structural dynamics has been 
demonstrated by recent experimental studies which show that mutations distant 
from a binding site can increase enzyme efficiency by changing the conformational 
dynamics (204) and that thermophilic variants of mesophilic enzymes have more 
highly populated slowest modes (205).   
Here we have developed a method to predict structural and dynamic 
evolution of ancestral sequences by using a modified version of our protein 
structure prediction tool, Zipping and Assembly Method with FRODA (ZAMF) 
(118). ZAMF combines two crucial features of ZAM (35) and FRODA (64, 65) : 
(i) FRODA is a constraint-based geometric simulation technique that speeds up 
the search for native like topologies by accounting only for geometric relationships 
between atoms instead of detailed energetics, (ii) Molecular dynamics (MD) 
identifies the low free energy structures and further refines these structures 
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toward the actual native conformation. Thus, it is a two-step multi-scale 
computational method that performs fast and extensive conformational sampling. 
As an outcome, we not only predict protein structures but also obtain detailed 
conformational dynamics of the predicted structures.  
With modified ZAMF, we analyze the role of structural dynamics in the 
evolution of three ancestral steroid receptors (AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2), 
the ancestors of mineralocorticoid and glucocorticoid receptors (MR and GR). 
MR and GR arose by duplication of a single ancestor (AncCR) deep in the 
vertebrate lineage and then diverged function. MR is activated by aldosterone to 
control electrolyte homeostasis, kidney and colon function and other processes 
(199). It is also activated by cortisol, albeit to a lesser extent (184). On the other 
hand, GR regulates the stress response and is activated only by cortisol (199). 
The structural comparison of human MR and GR (i.e. horizontal approach) 
suggests the two mutations (S106P and L111Q) to be critical in ligand specificity, 
however, swapping these residues between human MR and human GR yields 
receptors with no binding activity (206). Conversely, by resurrecting key 
ancestral proteins (AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2) in MR and GR evolution and 
determining the crystal structures, Thornton et al were able to shed insight into 
how function diverges through time by using both functional and permissive 
(compensatory) mutations (199, 200). AncCR (main ancestor), ~470 million 
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Figure 4.1: A representation of when AncCR, AncGR1, and AncGR2 diverged 
evolutionarily. The number of mutations between AncCR to AncGR1 and AncGR1 
to AncGR2 is on the left.  On the right is the binding affinity to Aldosterone (green, 
Cortisol (purple) and Deoxycortisol (yellow), which show the shift from 
promiscuous to specific binding.  The x-axis is the amount of hormone, log(M), 
and the y-axis is the fold activation 
 
years old, is a promiscuous steroid receptor which is activated by aldosterone, 
cortisol, and deoxycortisol ligands. AncCR branched into the mineralocorticoid 
steroid receptors. AncGR1 (ancestor of sharks) is ~440 million years old with 25 
mutations from AncCR and also promiscuously binds to and functions with 
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aldosterone, cortisol, and deoxycortisol. AncGR1 later evolved into the 
Elasmobranch glucocorticoid receptor protein. AncGR2 (ancestor of humans and 
fish) is ~420 million years old with 36 mutations from AncGR1 and preferentially 
binds to cortisol alone. These three ancestral proteins, AncCR, AncGR1 and 
AncGR2, which diverge functionally, have highly similar experimental structures 
that have <1Å RMSD between them. Among the 36 mutations between AncGR1 
and AncGR2, two conserved mutations {S106P, L111Q} (group X) when 
introduced together are sufficient to increase cortisol specificity. However three 
more functionally critical conserved mutations {L29M, F98I, S212Δ} (group Y) 
are needed for the loss of aldosterone binding activity when they are introduced 
together with two other permissive (i.e. compensatory) mutations {N26T and 
Q105L} (group Z).  Thus, making the X, Y, Z mutations in AncGR1 enables 
AncGR1 to function as AncGR2 (i.e. forward evolution) (200). To make AncGR2 
function as AncGR1 (i.e. backward evolution) the X, Y, Z mutations are 
insufficient and render the protein inactive. A fourth set of permissive mutations 
(group W) is required to reverse function in addition to the X, Y, and Z, sets. This 
W mutation set is {H84Q, Y91C, A107Y, G114Q, L197M} (199). A mutation 
between AncCR and AncGR1, Y27R, is also a necessary mutation to eventually 
alter function to cortisol specificity, though it was not experimentally considered 
as part of the X, Y, Z, or W mutation sets (200). 
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We ask here whether an analysis of the predicted 3-D structures and 
corresponding equilibrated dynamics can distinguish the functional divergence and 
function swapping mutations between AncCR, AncGR1, and AncGR2.  By 
applying ZAMF, we obtain the 3-D structures within ~2.7Å all-atom RMSD of 
the experimental structures. More importantly, when we analyze their structure-
encoded dynamics, we observe that changes in the structural dynamics indicates 
the functional divergence: the most collective fluctuation profiles of AncCR and 
AncGR1 (i.e. the slowest mode) are much closer and distinctively separated from 
the functionally divergent AncGR2. Moreover, along the slowest modes, AncCR 
and AncGR1 have a more flexible binding pocket, suggesting the role of flexibility 
in their promiscuous binding specificity. On the other hand, the mutations of 
AncGR2 lead to a rigid binding pocket, which suggests that as the binding 
becomes cortisol specific, evolution acts to shape the binding pocket toward a 
specific ligand. Finally, using their mean square fluctuation profiles and cross 
correlation maps to analyze the change in dynamics at each residue position 
enables us to distinguish critical mutations needed for swapping the function. 
Overall, all these findings suggest that conformational epistasis may play an 
important role where new functions evolve through novel molecular interactions 
and an analysis of detailed dynamics might provide insight into the mechanisms 
behind these novel interactions. 
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4.2 Methods 
Structure Prediction and Identification of Function Altering Mutations through 
Structural Analysis 
In Chapter Three, we used the Zipping and Assembly Method with 
FRODA (ZAMF) (35, 63, 65, 118) on a set of test proteins to predict the 3-D 
structure from their 1-D amino acid sequence.  We also explored the limitations 
regarding how the accuracy of secondary structure prediction affects final 
structure predictions, along with the limits of attempting a search for the native 
ensemble via enumerating all possible topologies.  Here, we slightly modify 
ZAMF for the prediction of ancestral protein structures, particularly the three 
ancestral steroid receptor proteins, the corticoid receptor (AncCR), the 
gluccocorticoid/corticoid receptor (AncGR1), and the gluccocorticoid receptor 
(AncGR2) (199, 200).  Since structure is more conserved than sequence (207-
209), we incorporate structural data acquired from modern day homologues into 
our prediction method. 
As outlined in Fig. 4.2, this modified version of ZAMF includes several 
steps: (i) obtaining secondary structural motifs and common contacts based on 
modern homologs, (ii) generation of an unfolded ensemble, (iii) generation of 
compact-native like conformations using FRODA, and (iv) refinement by ZAMF. 
Overall, all these steps lead to an extensive search in conformational space that 
comes with several advantages. First, this increases our prediction accuracy for 
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native structures. Second, we obtain converged dynamics trajectories through the 
refinement stage of ZAMF, which is used for dynamic evolution analysis of the 
ancient proteins. We summarize each step in our approach below. 
Obtain secondary structural motifs and contact map of ancestral sequences 
Previously, the first stage of ZAMF is to predict the secondary structural 
elements for shortened sequences, e.g., 8mers, 12mers, 16mers etc of the protein 
using an ab initio approach. However, here we use the SSPRED online server 
(210) to confirm likely secondary structural elements by examining the secondary 
structure of modern day homologs such as mouse, human, and rat steroid receptor 
proteins (211-214) and aligning with the ancestral sequences. We choose the 
predicted secondary structural motifs such that they agree with the secondary 
structural motifs of modern day homologs at the regions with high sequence 
similarity. Furthermore, the information gleaned from the sequence alignment of 
the modern day homologs is also coupled with analysis of the 3-D structure of the 
modern day homologs in order to generate a contact map for the target ancestral 
protein in question.  We then translate these contact maps, taking into account 
insertions, deletions and differences in numbering from the sequence alignment. 
Finally, the consensus contacts across all maps are taken as the contact map for 
the ancestral proteins.  This contact map includes both residue-residue distance 
contacts and also dihedral angle variations. This contact map is later used to  
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Figure 4.2: The secondary structure is predicted through multiple sequence 
alignment with modern day homologs.  These secondary structural elements are 
then connected with loops in extended conformation to generate hundreds of 
conformations with high flexibility.  Only a few are shown here. These structures 
all undergo a FRODA simulation which collapses them by adding attractive 
perturbations between all hydrophobic contact pairs (represented by arrows) into 
tightly packed structures with hydrophobic cores.  A subset of hydrophobic 
residues are shown as spheres. After scoring, the collapsed structures they are run 
in a restrained r-REMD simulation for 5ns and then an unrestrained REMD 
simulation for 5ns or until converged. The three ancestral structures are 
prediction to within 2.7Å all atom RMSD of a similar experimentally determined 
structure. The final ensemble of restraint free generated structures are analyzed 
for dynamics using PCA. 
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couple with FRODA (65, 215) during simulations that collapse the assembled 
secondary structural motifs into folded units. 
Generation of unfolded assembled secondary structural motifs 
Improvements in sampling more effectively were also critical, as was 
found from CASP (Fig. 3.6).  It was found that the collapse from extended to 
compact was sufficiently fast as to cause the initial extended conformation to bias 
the final collapsed state.  Therefore, rather than using only a few initial structures 
and enumerating all possible hydrophobic pair possibilities, the individual 
secondary structure elements are connected by building loops in extended 
conformation between secondary structures adjacent in sequence.  We use a 
Monte Carlo technique in ZAMF (63) to build these loops and generate hundreds 
of unique conformations each with maximized radii of gyration, as shown in Fig. 
4.2. This has the advantage of unbiasing the results from any individual initial 
structure.   
Generation of collapsed folded conformations using geometric constraint-based 
FRODA 
Each of these unique, “open” structures is then run in a FRODA 
simulation that enforces hydrophobic collapse through attractive perturbations 
between specific hydrophobic residues in the previously mentioned contact map.  
Thus, the change in position for hydrophobic residue i during each step is 
! 
"rHP ,i = # i + "di, j         (4.1) 
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where ∆rHP,i is the total random throw for hydrophobic residue i, γi is the typical 
random throw applied to residue i, and ∆di,j is the perturbation along the 
displacement vector between residue i and residue j.  No hydrophobic residues 
within loops are chosen and contacts within the same secondary structural motif 
are not considered a contact pair. During the simulation each of the residue-residue 
contacts are perturbed together if their separation distance in >7.0Å. The run is 
prematurely ended if all the contacts from the contact list are found to be within 
this cutoff distance at any time during the simulation. An additional hydrophobic 
collapse of all hydrophobic residues is done via a Monte Carlo accept/reject 
method with Boltzmann weighting between subsequent snapshots based on the 
difference of radius of gyration of hydrophobic residues.  Other parameters of the 
FRODA simulation, such as momentum run-on between subsequent steps, remain 
the same as outlined in Chapter Three. 
The final collapsed structures from the FRODA simulations are then 
clustered into representative structures using a K-means clustering algorithm based 
on a 1.0Å RMSD between atomic positions. These representative structures are 
scored and sorted based on both the radius of gyration of hydrophobic residues 
and also the number of hydrophobic contacts (i.e. hydrophobic pairs with a 
distance of <7.0Å). 
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Refinement and Selection of the most native-like folded structure using ZAMF 
As in Chapter Three, the refinement stage of ZAMF involves a reservoir 
REMD (r-REMD) (107) step to both determine the most native conformation and 
also to further refine all conformations.  The replicas and reservoir are filled with 
structures that are sorted according to the hydrophobic scoring function 
mentioned above.  We then run multiple simulations where we narrow the 
conformational search space to avoid entrapment in local minima through residue-
residue contact restraints based on the contact map of the ancestral protein. The 
local contacts are applied before the non-local ones to allow local refinement to 
occur before global refinement (tertiary structure). This approach is motivated by 
a hierarchical folding mechanism (search mechanism of ZAM). The restrained 
simulation is ran for 5ns per replica with replicas from 270K to 450K in the 
AMBERff96 force field with generalized Born implicit solvent model (169). The 
residue-residue constraint is approximated to be at the center of mass of the 
residue and the force constant is 0.5 kcal/(mol Å2). After the restrained run, an 
unrestrained simulation with identical parameters is then run for at least 5ns per 
replica.  After 5ns, a convergence analysis is done, and if the protein is converged 
no further simulation is completed. If it is not, an additional 2ns of simulation is 
run and convergence is checked. This process is repeated until the protein has 
converged. The most dominant structure at the lowest replica is chosen as our 
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prediction at the end of convergence. The unrestrained, converged trajectories are 
utilized to analyze the dynamics of the ancestral structures. 
Principal Component Analysis for identifying functionally important dynamics   
Convergence is critical and as such a sample window of 1ns is slid along 
the trajectory and a Principal Component Analysis is done at 0.5ns intervals.  
From the PCA, the Δr fluctuations of each residue along the slowest mode of the 
protein (Eqn. 2.16) are compared by plotting these against each other (Fig. 4.3).  
We confirm convergence when the Pearson correlation coefficient, Pij, of the 
trajectory for sampling window i (Xi) and sampling window j (Xj) is >0.8. 
! 
Pi, j =
Ci, j
" i" j
         (4.2) 
σi and σj are the standard deviations of their trajectories and Ci,j is the covariance 
between the fluctuations in sampling window i and j (Eqn. 2.14).  If the run has 
not converged it is continued until convergence is confirmed over a 3ns window 
(Fig. 4.3). Using the Saguaro high performance computer at Arizona State 
University, a 250 residue protein with 40 temperature replicas (one logical core 
per replica) finishes ~270ps/day. The most native like structures are assumed to 
be those that dominate the lowest temperature replica, while those in higher 
temperature replicas are dismissed. 
After confirming convergence, in order to obtain the dynamics difference 
between the most collective motions (i.e. slowest frequency fluctuation profiles) 
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Figure 4.3: In order to check convergence we plot the most collective mean square 
residue fluctuation obtained from the different sampling trajectory windows during 
the simulation.  Here, the mean square residue fluctuations of AncCR during 2.0-
3.0 ns are plotted against that of 2.5-3.5 ns (blue). Likewise, we repeat this 
analysis for the sliding time windows of 3.5-4.5 ns and 4.0-5.0 ns (green.  The 
trajectory has not converged by 3.5ns, as the Pearson correlation coefficient 
between the 2.0-3.0ns and 2.5-3.5ns windows is R=0.59.  After 5ns the trajectory 
has converged, as the Pearson correlation coefficient between windows 3.5-4.5ns 
and 4.0-5.0ns windows is R=0.91.   
 
of these three ancestral structures we apply the Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD) technique to the matrix of dynamics profiles, G (i.e. the dynamics profile 
of each protein will be the column in the matrix, and each super-element, ik 
corresponds the X, Y, and Z fluctuations of the kth residue in the sequence of 
protein i).  
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Performing a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on matrix G returns 
! 
G
n
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n
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n
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n
"T         (4.4) 
The first through nth values in each column of W can be plotted against each other 
to visualize the dynamic space occupied by each protein. 
4.3 Results and Discussion  
4.3.1 Structure Prediction and Identification of Function Altering 
Mutations through Structural Analysis 
Many of the modern day homologs to ancestral proteins in the steroid 
receptor class of the nuclear receptor superfamily have high sequence similarity 
(~40-50%), and, as prediction accuracy scales with sequence similarity (216-218) 
our secondary structures for the ancestral sequences are sufficiently accurate to 
provide native-like structures (118).  Indeed, predicted secondary structures are all 
correct within one residue to the experimentally determined ancestral cortisol 
receptor protein (200). Using these secondary structures as input to the assembly 
and refinement stages of ZAMF, we determine the 3-D structure of the AncCR 
from its experimentally determined structure to 2.5Å all atom RMSD (2.2Å 
backbone) and AncGR2 from its experimentally determined structure to 2.9Å all 
atom RMSD (2.4Å backbone) (Fig. 4.4). To test the accuracy of these 
predictions, a 4ns REMD simulation of the experimentally determined AncCR  
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Figure 4.4: 3-D structures of AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2.  AncCR is within 2.5Å 
all-atom RMSD from the experimentally determined AncCR, and AncGR1 was 
within 2.7Å.  AncGR2 was within 2.8Å all-atom RMSD from the experimentally 
determined AncGR2.  Included for reference is a cartoon figure with helices labeled 
for reference and the ligand is bound, represented in blue.  
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Figure 4.5: Two separate 4ns REMD simulations in the Amberff96 with 
generalized born implicit solvent model and 40 logarithmically spaced temperature 
replicas ranging from 270-450 K were run with the experimentally determined 
native structure of AncCR and AncGR2 as initial structures.  We obtained a total of 
160 ns simulation time for each protein.  The backbone RMSD from the 
experimental structures in the lowest temperature replica was computed.   It 
converges to ~2.5Å backbone RMSD for both AncCR (green) and AncGR2 (red).  
Thus, as these proteins are stable in the Amberff96, it is an acceptable choice of 
force field for this study. 
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Figure 4.6: The Mean Square Displacement between our predicted structures for 
AncCR-AncGR1 (blue), AncCR-AncGR2 (green), and AncGR1-AncGR2 (red).  The 
three large structural changes between successive generations are associated with 
the shift in; (i) β-sheet β1 and helices h5, h6 and h7; (ii) helix h9 and the top of 
helix h10; (iii) the bottom loop of helix h10 and the activation function helix.   
  
and AncGR2 is also run under the same conditions. The ensemble for AncCR and 
AncGR2 converge at ~2.5 Å backbone RMSD from their respective 
experimentally determined structures (Fig. 4.5). This indicates that our predicted 
structures are as accurate as our force field permits. Closer analysis reveals that 
helix h9 in the predicted structure of AncGR2 is slightly less stable than in the 
experimental structure REMD simulations. However, both simulations show a 
high degree of flexibility in the loop region between helices h9 and h10 and ends of 
helices h9 and h10 at this loop region. 
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As these three proteins diverged in function and have >10% sequence 
mutation between each successive protein, we expect to see some differences in 
structure. Therefore, we first look at a mean square displacement (MSD) between 
the static structures of AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2. The MSD residue profile 
gives an indication into which residues are mutating, as mutated residues pack into 
stereochemically unique conformations (Fig. 4.6). Fig. 4.6 reveals conformational 
shifts in helices h7 and h10 and in the β-sheet region, β1. We attempt to determine 
which of the 36 mutated residues between AncGR1 and AncGR2 are critical for 
cortisol binding specificity through distinguishing residues having an MSD cutoff 
of >6Å2 between the AncGR1 and AncGR2 predicted structures. The residues 
identified from X, Y, Z and W sets are Y91C, Q105L, and S212Δ, with no false 
positives. The S212Δ and Q105L mutations are permissive mutations to shift 
function to cortisol specificity whereas Y91C is a permissive mutation necessary 
for “reverse evolution” (i.e. to return binding promiscuity to AncGR2).  
Experimental work indicates that S212Δ removes a hydrogen bond and imparts 
greater mobility to the loop before the activation function (AF) helix, allowing it 
to hydrogen bond with helix h3, while Q105L indirectly restores a hydrogen bond 
with the activation helix by allowing for tighter packing of helices h3 and h7 (200). 
An analysis of hydrogen bonding patterns (219) from our predicted structures 
shows the loss of the S212 hydrogen bond with V217 (in the loop before the AF 
helix) in the AncGR2 structure as compared to the AncCR/AncGR1 structures, 
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agreeing with experimental results. Y91C is one of the W mutations required for 
reverse evolution of AncGR1 from AncGR2 and we find it forms a hydrogen bond 
with N86 in AncGR2 but does not in AncCR or AncGR1. Interestingly, none of 
these mutations occur in the binding pocket itself. Therefore, an MSD analysis is 
not sensitive enough to find functionally critical mutations in the binding pocket 
and only finds a few of the necessary mutations to diverge function. 
A study of the dominant conformation links most closely with 
experimentally determined crystal structures of proteins for predictions of 
diverged function, but perhaps a more obvious static comparison to experiment 
would be in binding affinity. We generate a native ensemble of the ancestral steroid 
receptor proteins by clustering the lowest temperature replica into representative 
structures each 1.0Å RMSD apart.  The N and C-terminal residues with high 
fluctuations are not included during clustering.  The clusters are ranked according 
to how many structures are within each cluster.  Each cluster has a representative 
structure built.  The top five representative structures are aligned to the AncCR 
crystal structure with deoxycortisol, cortisol, and aldosterone bound, respectively.  
Once aligned, the appropriate ligand is added in the binding pocket of our top five 
structures and a ROSETTALIGAND binding simulation is performed (220, 221).  
ROSETTALIGAND, a docking algorithm within the Rosetta package, establishes 
ligand flexibility by searching sidechain torsion angles while the backbone of the 
ligand and receptor are held fixed throughout the simulation.  ROSETTALIGAND 
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uses Monte Carlo minimization to optimize the rigid body position and 
orientation of the ligand and protein side chain conformations.  The energy 
function includes van der Waals interactions, an implicit solvation model, an 
electrostatics model, an explicit hydrogen bonding potential, and empirically 
derived torsion angle potentials.  Using ROSETTALIGAND we generate 20,000 
poses by perturbing the ligand position and orientation randomly with a mean of 
0.2Å perturbation along the surface, 0.2Å perturbation perpendicular to the 
surface, and 5° rotations between each successive generated structure.  For 
completeness, the binding affinities to all three ligands are calculated for the 
experimentally determined crystal structures of AncCR and AncGR2, for 
structures obtained from REMD simulations of those crystal structures, and for 
the predicted structures of AncCR, AncGR1, and AncGR2.  
The resulting theoretical binding affinities do show some degree of 
functional divergence, though they do not agree exactly with experiment. It should 
be noted that the experimental studies examined downstream fold activation (200) 
and not whether or not a ligand is bound, so it is possible that certain ligands bind 
but do not activate the protein.  Table 4.1 includes binding affinity energies as 
determined by ROSETTALIGAND.  The crystal structure of AncCR (AncCR 
Native) shows high binding affinity with all ligands.  Likewise, the binding affinity 
of the predicted AncCR and of the crystal AncCR structure after MD simulation 
(AncCR Native (MD)) shows equivalent binding affinity to all ligands. 
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AncGR1, similar to AncCR, shows no preference in binding affinity 
between the three ligands.  AncGR2 diverges phenotype in all cases in regards to 
binding deoxycortisol, however, we are unable to capture the phenotypic 
divergence of aldosterone binding with our predicted structures or with the 
experimentally determined crystal structure.  Only by running MD on the 
AncGR2 crystal structure (AncGR2 Native (MD)) were we able to capture the 
functional divergence of AncGR2 binding only cortisol, however, the cortisol 
binding score was significantly lower than for just the AncGR2 crystal structure.  
The inability to capture functional divergence of binding with AncGR2, especially 
in the case of the native crystal structure, indicates that the ROSETTALIGAND 
energy function may not be accurate enough to differentiate the binding of cortisol 
compared to aldosterone.  The binding of cortisol remains consistently high, 
relative to other ligands, across all simulations as expected.   
 
Table 4.1: Binding energies of structures with Cortisol, Aldosterone, and 
Deoxycortisol 
ROSETTALIGAND Binding Energy of Ligand (kcal/mol) 
 Cortisol Aldosterone Deoxycortisol 
AncCR Native -13.17 -13.22 -12.81 
AncCR Native (MD) -10.48 -10.63 -10.06 
AncGR2 Native -12.13 -12.21 -11.42 
AncGR2 Native (MD) -10.29 -8.76 -8.65 
AncCR Predicted -9.79 -9.48 -10.34 
AncGR1 Predicted -10.71 -11.24 -10.33 
AncGR2 Predicted -12.16 -12.13 -9.17 
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4.3.2 The Relationship between Functional Divergence and Structural 
Dynamics 
We investigate the role of structural dynamics in functional divergence 
observed among the three ancestral steroid proteins. The extensive conformational 
sampling of our method enables us to capture the dynamics along with the most 
native-like structure. We obtain the most collective modes of these three ancestral 
structures (i.e. slowest fluctuation profiles) through principal component analysis 
of our restraint-free trajectories. We then form the G matrix, an Mx3N matrix 
where the M columns are the eigenvectors weighted by their eigenvalues, with 
each M column being a three column super-element composed from the slowest 
modes of AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2 and N being the number of Cα atoms. 
We chose to use the top ten slowest modes in this analysis and therefore there are 
30 columns.  By performing a Singular Value Decomposition on the G matrix, we 
measure how the most collective motions of these three ancestral proteins are 
distributed in dynamic space. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 4.7A, AncCR and 
AncGR1 are much closer and distinctively separated in dynamic space from the 
functionally divergent ancestor of the human glucocorticoid receptor, AncGR2. 
This is significant because it shows that these structurally similar but functionally 
unique proteins differ in functionally governing dynamics, as observed in previous 
studies (204, 205, 222, 223). Moreover, previous studies indicate that 
functionally critical mutations alter modes that characterize biologically functional 
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motion, while random sequence variations typically have a non-statistically 
significant impact on those modes (224). These findings indeed suggest that the 
governing functional dynamics is encoded within the structure and that only 
critical mutations lead to a shift in this collective motion and therefore in binding 
selectivity as well (222, 225).  
Fig. 4.7B presents the color coded ribbon diagrams of these three ancestral 
proteins with respect to their functionally related collective fluctuation (obtained 
by PCA) profiles within a spectrum of red to blue, where rigid regions are denoted 
by blue/green and flexible regions are denoted with red/orange. Experimentally 
determined function altering mutations are highlighted in the sphere 
representation.  Strikingly, residues in and near the functional site (i.e. binding 
pocket) are much more flexible along functional modes for the two promiscuous 
enzymes (AncGR1 and AncCR) whereas the human ancestor AncGR2, which has 
affinity only to cortisol, has very rigid functional site residues along the slowest 
modes. The new view of proteins states that, rather than a single structure with 
induced binding, proteins interconvert between bound and unbound conformations 
in the native ensemble. Thus, promiscuous binding proteins utilize greater 
flexibility to interconvert between a greater number of conformations in the native 
ensemble as compared to specific binding proteins. Therefore, our dynamic 
analysis agrees with the new view that while the promiscuous ancestors are more  
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flexible around the functional site along the biologically relevant modes, the 
functional site rigidifies along the biologically relevant modes as Nature biases 
towards binding only a single ligand with greater affinity (86).  
 
 
Figure 4.7: Plot and ribbon diagram of the dynamics of the three ancestral 
proteins characterized by slowest collective mode. (A) The first two principal 
components of AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2 plotted against each other. The 
principal components were found via a Singular Value Decomposition of the G 
matrix (See Methods). Higher order modes are mostly orthogonal or mixed and 
therefore not represented here. (B) 3-D structures of AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2 
colored by residue fluctuation. The critical mutations in AncCR and AncGR1 have 
greater flexibility and thus, higher binding promiscuity.  AncGR2 has much lower 
flexibility in general amongst these residues and therefore more selective binding. 
The S212Δ mutation also rigidifies the lower loop at the bottom end of h10 by 
shortening the loop and removing degrees of freedom. This also alters the packing 
of h10 (the frontmost helix) and decreases flexibility. 
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4.3.3 Identification of Function Altering Mutations Through Structural 
Dynamics 
Upon confirmation that dynamics can indeed distinguish functional 
divergence, the next question is whether dynamics can indicate which residues in 
the protein are critical to diverging function. We investigate whether we can 
distinguish the mutations, including function altering and permissive (i.e. 
compensatory) mutations, that cause AncCR/GR1 to shift function to specifically 
bind cortisol as AncGR2 does, and also those that reverse the function of 
AncGR2 to promiscuously bind in the same way as AncCR/AncGR1.  
To identify the critical residues for swapping function, we analyze how 
the fluctuation profile changes over these three successive ancestral proteins. 
Thus, using their most collective fluctuation profile (i.e. the slowest mode 
obtained by PCA), we compute the net change in fluctuation from AncCR to 
AncGR1 and AncGR1 to AncGR2 and show them in a 2-D plot to distinguish the 
mutations that have a higher impact on the change in dynamics between AncGR2 
and AncGR1 compared to those mutations affecting the change in dynamics 
between AncGR1 and AncCR. (Fig. 4.8).  Interestingly, most of the function 
altering mutation sites such as 106, 212 (shown as 211 and 213 due to deletion) 
and most of the W mutations (mutations necessary for backward evolution, e.g. 
altering AncGR2 to become promiscuous) are in the upper left region of Fig. 4.8 
indicating that the shift in dynamics occurred between AncGR1 and AncGR2, 
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coincident with the change in function.  There are multiple mutation sites that 
show the greatest functional shift on the lower right of the plot such as 27, 29, 
105, and 111, and at these sites subsequent mutations took advantage of this shift 
in dynamics to alter function.  L111Q, a critical mutation for changing the 
specificity to cortisol only, is also in the lower right region. However, 
experimental analysis showed that the L111Q mutation alone does not alter 
function in any appreciable manner.  Thus, we propose that it is a combination of 
permissive mutations that alter the dynamics at residue site 111 along with the 
necessary critical LQ mutation at this site that has a function altering effect.  
Additionally, certain sites such as 214 and 173 show a large dynamic transition in 
both cases.  Though these are not considered critical in the net fluctuation (Fig. 
4.9A) they require some further analysis.  Mutation 214 is associated with the 
loop region that contains the critical mutation S212Δ, and it is in at the edge of a 
loop region.  It undergoes transitions between being at the end of the h10 helix to 
being in the loop.  This change in dynamics can be associated with the S212Δ 
mutation to identify the loop as a critical region.  The shift in dynamics at site 173 
may be correlated with movement of helix h10, and is therefore potentially 
significant.  
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Figure 4.8: In order to compare where mutations have the largest effect on 
dynamics we plot the change in fluctuation along the most collective mode between 
successive steroid receptor protein generations, AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2.  
The X, Y, Z, and Y27R mutation groups necessary to alter function toward cortisol 
binding specificity are noted in red, and those permissive W mutations necessary to 
reverse function to recover promiscuous binding are noted in green.  A cutoff of ± 
0.002 Å2 is applied to differentiate mutations critical to altering dynamics as it is 
also used in Fig. 4.9.  The upper left region of the graph indicates mutations that 
most alter dynamics when comparing the function-altering mutation from AncGR1 
(binding promiscuity) to AncGR2 (binding specificity to cortisol) whereas the lower 
right region of the plot indicates mutations that most alter dynamics when 
comparing AncCR and AncGR1, which do not diverge functionally.  The central 
region of the graph (between the parallel cutoff lines) contains those mutations that 
do not alter the dynamics in a significantly different manner between successive 
homologs.  
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Figure 4.9: The change in net fluctuations and correlations of the mutated residues 
for successive evolution of MR to GR proteins. (A) The change in net fluctuation 
between successive ancestral proteins, AncCR, AncGR1 and AncGR2 for mutated 
residues.  Those residues identified as critical to alter-function are noted in red.  
The activation-function (AF) helix contains mutations 224, 228 and 229. A cutoff 
(solid line) results in all critical mutations identified except for Y91C and L197M. 
Y27R is noted as critical to function but residues 65, 117, and 158 are false 
positives.  (B) The cross correlation map with AncGR2 on the upper left and 
AncGR1 on the lower right. Circled in black are changes in the cross correlation 
associated with critical residues near the binding pocket. Squared in black are the 
changes in cross correlation due to critical mutation N26T forming a hydrogen 
bond with the AF-helix. Circles in white are additional changes in cross correlation 
not associated with critical mutations.  (C) The cross correlations between the X 
and W mutations. The correlation between X and W mutations is higher for 
AncGR2, whereas AncGR1 X functional mutations are uncorrelated, increasing the 
flexibility in the binding pocket and allowing for promiscuous binding. 
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We also obtain the net absolute change in the successive Δr2 fluctuation 
profiles along the slowest mode using the formulation ||ΔfluctuationAncCR-AncGR1|-
|ΔfluctuationAncGR1-AncGR2|| for mutated residues based the alignment of AncCR 
and AncGR2 (Fig. 4.9A) and predict those residues with a net 
|ΔΔfluctuation|>0.002Å2 to be critical. The forward mutations required to shift 
function to cortisol specificity are N26T, L29M, F98I, Q105L, S106P, L111Q, 
and S212Δ, and all of these are captured as critical as they are above the cutoff. 
The reverse mutations required to shift function from cortisol specific to 
promiscuous binding are H84Q, Y91C, A107Y, G114Q, and L197M. With the 
chosen cutoff, the identified permissive mutations are H84Q, A107Y, and G114Q, 
with Y91C only slightly below the cutoff. Interestingly, A107Y is the only group 
W mutation that by itself partially recovered the promiscuous binding function 
(199) and it shows a high |ΔΔfluctuation| in our plot. We also find eight other 
mutated residues above the cutoff.  Three of those are false positives I65L, 
Q117K and M158I. Each of these mutations occurred between AncCR and 
AncGR1, prior to a shift in function. Among mutations identified is Y27R, which 
is not explicitly in the X, Y, Z, or W set, yet it is highly conserved in the GR 
family and is an experimentally determined permissive mutation critical for GR 
function (200). The three mutations at the activation function helix are also 
identified as critical. The other mutation above the cutoff is 211, which is 
correlated with S212Δ. Overall, our dynamic method identifies all mutations that 
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are necessary for the evolution of GR function. We also distinguish three of the 
five mutations necessary for reversal of evolution (e.g. permissive mutations to 
AncGR2 which are necessary to recover the promiscuous binding of 
AncCR/AncGR1). Interestingly, many of the identified critical mutations such as 
N26T, H84Q, Y91C, F98I, Q105L, and S212Δ, are not interacting with the ligand, 
but rather are distant from the binding pocket (i.e. >5Å from any atom in the 
ligand). Additionally, the high |ΔΔfluctuation| at the C-terminus is associated with 
the activation-function (AF) helix, which does not contain critical mutations but 
its dynamics is critical to function. 
We also investigate the pairwise cross correlations of AncGR1 and 
AncGR2 (Fig. 4.9B). Interestingly, comparing the cross correlations reveals 
differences along the regions containing critical mutations. The cross-correlations 
between helix h5 (containing the critical mutation H84Q) and helix h7 (containing 
the critical mutations: Q105L, S106P, A107Y, L111Q, G114Q) becomes highly 
positively correlated in AncGR2 whereas there is no correlation in AncGR1. 
Analysis of hydrogen bonds (219) in predicted structures showed that additional 
hydrogen bonds are found between the beta sheet β1 and helices h5 and h7, 
indicating the observed increased correlation in AncGR2 is likely due to the 
repacking of helices h5 and h7 after mutation which incorporates/creates these 
new hydrogen bonds. Moreover, we also observe increased positive correlations 
between the AF-helix and helices h3 and h10 in AncGR2. These regions contain 
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multiple permissive mutations (N26T, L29M, L197M, S212Δ) and thus, the 
change in correlations relate to the change in the stability of the AF helix caused 
by these permissive mutations necessary to alter function (200). Furthermore, in 
Fig. 4.9C we compare the cross correlations of the most critical mutations for 
swapping the function to GR (X group mutations) and the permissive mutations 
necessary to reverse the function to MR (W group mutations) between AncGR1 
and AncGR2. In AncGR2 these mutations are significantly more correlated than in 
AncGR1. This indeed suggests that the W group mutations play a critical role for 
GR function from the dynamics-perspective and therefore, they also need to be 
reversed along with the X, Y, and Z mutations to recover the MR function.  
4.4 Conclusions 
By comparative dynamics analysis among the three ancestral steroid 
hormone receptors we identify all functionally critical and permissive mutations 
necessary to evolve new function from the ancestral MR promiscuous binding 
proteins to the ancestral GR cortisol-specific binding proteins along with an 
additional functionally critical mutation. We also identify 60% of the permissive 
mutations necessary to revert to ancestral function. We observe significant loss of 
flexibility in key residues both near and distant from the binding pocket in the 
transition from promiscuous to specific binding. This agrees well with the new 
view of proteins being conformationally dynamic in which bound and unbound 
conformations are sampled within the native ensemble. Thus, proteins evolve not 
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just through those mutations that alter function in the immediate sense, but also 
due to those mutations that are permissive and alter the dynamic space in which 
the protein exists, thereby giving the protein the potential to evolve new function. 
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CHAPTER 5 
IDENTIFYING DISEASE ASSOCIATED MUTATIONS USING DYNAMICS 
5.1 Introduction 
Proteins such as enzymes, transcription factors, metabolic proteins, and 
signaling proteins drive life via their dynamic activity (83, 84).  Protein dynamics 
is synergistic with the idea of protein structure, i.e. the dynamics are encoded in 
the structure of the protein.  The new view of proteins declares that proteins 
adopt a number of conformations in the native state and therefore are not limited 
to the “single structure/single function” regime (85, 86).  Rather, by 
interconverting between multiple states in the native ensemble, proteins are able to 
dynamically adopt unique conformations allowing for binding (Fig. 1.3) and 
diverse functionality.  Disruption of protein dynamics, and hence, protein 
function through non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNPs) is 
the most common cause of monogenic disease (226).  nsSNPs can be benign, 
mildly stabilizing, mildly damaging, or lead to complete loss of function.  The 
majority of functionally deleterious (i.e. leading to functional loss) nsSNPs are 
destabilizing (226).   
There are currently over 15 million human nsSNPs catalogued and the 
understanding of how an nsSNP will affect an individual is critical to personalized 
medicine (227).  Understanding how an nsSNP is related to a specific disease may 
give the patient and health care provider greater information on treatment options 
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as has been shown in cases such as breast cancer (228), Parkinson’s disease (76), 
neurodegenerative diseases (229), Crohn’s disease (230), coronary disease (231), 
and autoimmune diseases (232).  Additionally, drug design by pharmaceutical 
companies targets drugs to an average patient, but this can be dangerous in the 
case of side effects or ineffective for some patients who do not respond as well to 
a specific drug.  The ability to design a drug that will benefit a patient based upon 
their genome and specific nsSNPs will not only reduce possible side effect risks, 
but will also allow for production of drugs that may benefit only small portions of 
the population.     
New nsSNPs are added to worldwide databases daily, such as HGMD 
(www.hgmd.org), dbSNP (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/), HGVBase 
(www.hgvbase.org) and COSMIC (www.sanger.ac.uk/genetic/CGP/cosmic).  The 
ultimate test of the effect of any nsSNP is experiment.  Unfortunately, the rate of 
experimentally determining the effect of each nsSNP is much slower than the rate 
at which nsSNPs are added to the aforementioned databanks and therefore the 
need for accurate theoretical prediction of the effect of nsSNPs is needed (233).  
There are two main theoretical avenues by which to predict the affect of an 
nsSNP: (i) phylogenetics and (ii) structural effects (or a combination thereof). 
Due to the abundance of DNA sequences in database (>13 million) 
compared to the available protein structures (~74,000), many servers use only 
sequence based or phylogenetic information (15, 234).  To use sequence-based 
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information, it is first assumed that evolution has a purifying effect on deleterious 
mutations and that the fitness landscape is constant among closely related 
orthologs.  With these assumptions, a multiple sequence alignment can be 
performed and deleterious nsSNPs are predicted based on the position specific 
evolutionary rates (i.e. nsSNPs at highly conserved sites are likely to affect 
function since conservation indicates purifying selection under evolutionary 
pressure and thus the functional importance of these sites).  
When performing a sequence alignment multiple scoring mechanisms can 
be used to determine the best possible alignment.  The earliest simplistic scoring 
mechanisms use a score of one for matching amino acids or zero for non-matching 
at a specific position.  Including information based matrices that consider the type 
of amino acid change improves results.  PAM (235) and BLOSUM (236) matrices 
are 20x20 matrices that predict the likelihood of a mutation from one amino acid to 
another by considering the expected evolutionary distance between the two amino 
acids.  They do so by examining evolutionary closely related and more distantly 
related proteins, respectively.  There are multiple levels of each (i.e. PAM1, 
PAM100, PAM250), depending on the evolutionary distance of protein 
sequences used in the data set for training the matrix.  However, the issue with 
PAM and BLOSUM matrices is that they do not consider the functional 
importance of certain positions in the multiple sequence alignment.  Thus, by 
continuously increasing evolutionary distance eventually the substitution matrix 
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simply becomes a count of how many times an amino acid appears in the training 
data set.  Therefore, scoring methods that consider the importance of a specific 
position such as PSIC (237) or the type of amino acid substition (i.e. hydrophobic 
to hydrophobic) such as SIFT (238) are often used to obtain better multiple 
sequence alignments (SIFT is also the name of a webserver and can also be used 
independently to determined if an nsSNP is likely damaging or benign).  Using 
information about amino acid substitution rates, which is essentially examining 
how often evolution purifies mutations in homologues, several current servers 
attempt to predict whether specific nsSNPs are likely to be damaging or benign.  
A few of the more widely used in silico servers which focus on phylogenetics are 
PANTHER (69, 239), PhD-SNP (240), Align GVGD (241), LRT (242), and 
MAPP (243). 
It is known that as the mutation rate at specific sites changes, so too does 
prediction accuracy (244).  Mendelian diseases tend to occur due to nsSNPs at 
functional sites in the protein.  nsSNPs at these sites undergo purifying selection 
from evolution and therefore are highly conserved between homologs.  Sites with 
high variance in a multiple sequence alignment among closely related species do 
not undergo such purifying selection and are therefore assumed to be permissive 
to mutation and unlikely to contain damaging mutations.  Thus, it is notoriously 
difficult to predict benign nsSNPs at evolutionary conserved positions and 
likewise it is difficult to predict damaging nsSNPs at positions with high variance 
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among  related species (245).  Additionally, the severity of the amino acid 
mutation can be related to the differences between the physico-chemical 
properties of each amino acid.  Thus, instead of scoring via PAM, BLOSUM, 
PSIC, etc, scoring can also be done by incorporation of physico-chemical data.  
Calculating the Grantham distance (246) is one such method.  The Grantham 
distance calculates the similarity of two amino acid types by examining their side 
chain volume, polarity, and atomic composition.  Each of these values is assigned 
a number and weighted by mutation rate.  To find the likelihood of an amino acid 
mutation, the distance along these values is calculated.  Mendelian diseases have a 
67% larger Grantham distance than those nsSNPs that are benign in the same 
protein (247).  Furthermore, the age of disease onset is correlated with the 
Grantham distance (84, 248), indicating the Grantham distance combined with 
phylogeny methods can be a powerful tool in prediction of disease associated 
nsSNPs.  However, prediction methods that incorporate information such as the 
previously mentioned Align GVGD (241) still suffer the same faults in accurate 
predictions at highly conserved and highly evolvable sites. 
The second manner in which prediction of the effect of an nsSNP is done 
is via the use of protein structural information.  As discussed in Chapter One, 
changes in stability from mutations have been characterized and the mechanism by 
which most mutations cause disease is through destabilization.  Therefore a 
common structure based metric to incorporate is the change in free energy of 
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folding (ΔΔG) caused by an nsSNP.  The folding free energy (ΔGun) between a 
native folded state of a protein and the unfolded state is ~3-10 kcal/mol.  Finding 
mutations that have a greater ΔΔG than this would be a clear indication of a 
disease causing nsSNP, yet while ~15% of mutations are expected to have a ΔΔG 
> 3 kcal/mol (79), computational models predict ~25% of amino acid mutations to 
be function-altering (242, 249).  Therefore, some of the mutations must have 
stability effects of less than 3kcal/mol, and the most likely are the ~55% of 
mutations that have a ΔΔG > ±1 kcal/mol (79).  Determination of the stabilization 
effect of function-altering mutations as stabilizing or destabilizing is ~80% 
accurate for modern prediction servers using both physical and knowledge based 
potentials (250).  While modern prediction methods do get the general trend 
correct in predicting whether a mutation is likely to be stabilizing or destabilizing 
to within 1-2 kcal/mol, the actual correlation coefficient with experimental ΔΔG 
results shows a wide range from R=0.26 to R=0.59, depending on the server 
(250).   
Of the scoring functions (i.e. knowledge based energy functions) reviewed 
by Potapov et al, ROSETTA (44) was the worst performing, with a correlation 
coefficient of R=0.26.  An assumption made during the analysis by Potapov et al 
was that the “additional complexity of potential backbone movements can be 
neglected” as the backbone RMSD between wild type and mutated structures was 
on average 0.34Å.  Kellogg et al responded by noting that the poor results 
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obtained by Potapov et al for ROSETTA were in part due to of the lack of 
conformational sampling.  By incorporating limited backbone sampling to obtain 
diverse conformations within the native ensemble, the correlation coefficient of 
ΔΔG values obtained by ROSETTA set rose to R=0.62 (251).  The inclusion of 
dynamics (multiple structures) was especially useful in cases with larger backbone 
rearrangements, such that the correlations coefficient in these cases rose to 
R=0.73.   
There are also other methods that attempt to incorporate heuristic models 
of the change in stability into prediction methods.  Mutations at residues with low 
accessible solvent area and/or a high density of Cβ atoms are correlated with high 
ΔΔG values (252) and are thus related with sites where nsSNPs are likely to be 
disease related.  Prediction methods such as SNPs3D (226), which uses eleven 
factors that correlate with stability, attempt to use these heuristic methods to 
predict damaging nsSNPs.  In a similar fashion, the prediction method BONGO 
(72) uses the residue network information to predict damaging nsSNPs by 
examining the changes in the interaction network from mutation.   
While BONGO demonstrates that purely structure based methods can 
discriminate between damaging and benign nsSNPs, recent evidence suggests that a 
combination of multiple approaches may yield the best results (252). PolyPhen2 
(233) is a prediction server that attempts to combine the two dominant methods 
of determining the effect of an nsSNP by using multiple sequence alignment along 
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with structural data such as accessible surface area and change in side chain 
volume.  If structural and phylogenetic data were completely uncorrelated one 
would expect a significant increase in prediction accuracy.  However, by adding 
structural information to prediction servers the average positive predictive value 
has so far only increased by ~5% (72, 245).  Moreover, while the previously 
discussed methods are able to differentiate between benign and damaging nsSNPs 
with up to ~75% positive predictive value (BONGO 78.5% ppv, PolyPhen 
77.2% ppv, PANTHER 72.2% ppv, SNPs3D false negative 26%) a high positive 
predictive value is not always an adequate judgment of accuracy (253).  Karchin et 
al pointed out that the positive predictive value can be highly dependent on the 
data set used to train the algorithm and that there are much more accurate methods 
to test the accuracy of prediction such as the Matthew’s correlation coefficient or 
the Area Under Curve statistic which measures the true positive rate versus false 
positive rate (254).  Moreover, the positive predictive values, along with other 
benchmarks, can be significantly influenced by data leak between the training set 
and the benchmark set, and therefore it is critical to very carefully consider how 
prediction methods of nsSNPs are evaluated.   
As stated previously, regarding methods for determining the effect of an 
nsSNP, sites with very high or low variance due to purifying selection (i.e. fast or 
slow evolvable sites) are difficult to correctly distinguish as damaging or benign.  
This continues to hold true as structure prediction is incorporated.  Prediction 
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servers such as PolyPhen2 are able to consistently distinguish between neutral and 
non-neutral at highly conserved sites, but they still suffer the same issue of having 
difficulty doing the same at sites of high variability (255).  Servers that take into 
account evolutionary information of related proteins without site variance, such as 
PolyPhen2, tend to overpredict disease associated nsSNPs(78) at conserved sites 
and underpredict these mutations at fast evolving sites.  This difficulty of 
prediction rates correlating with evolvability of sites may be able to be overcome 
with incorporation of variance into prediction or potentially by incorporation of 
structural dynamics information.   
Protein structure is not static, but rather the underlying structural 
dynamics that allow for interconversion of multiple conformations in the native 
ensemble determines function.  Each residue contributes to the dynamics in some 
fashion, and some are more critical than others, as is evinced from evolutionary 
purifying selection.  As found by Kellogg et al (251), structural dynamics can 
provide insight into the mechanism by which a mutation impacts the function 
because a function altering mutation can lead to local and non-local structural 
changes in the native ensemble.  A position specific metric that incorporates 
dynamics may be able to contribute meaningfully to the computational prediction 
of the effect of an nsSNP.  
In the Chapter Four, the power of protein dynamics to differentiate 
between evolutionary diverged proteins that have identical (or nearly identical) 
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structures was demonstrated.  While the differences in a single structure may be 
minimal between mutants, if a mutation alters function an analysis of structures in 
the native ensemble will be sensitive to whether an nsSNP is function-altering or 
not.  Our approach will be to examine the problem of accurate nsSNP prediction 
using both PRS, as described in Chapter Two, and PRS informed MD, which will 
be described in Chapter 5.2, Methods.   
From the PRS method, we define the Dynamic Stability Index (DSI, Eqn. 
2.37), a position specific metric that captures the dynamic impact of any single 
residue on the structure as a whole. The PRS informed MD (PRS+MD) method 
will incorporate molecular dynamics and will therefore be sensitive to the 
biochemical shift of an nsSNP between wild type and mutated structures.  The 
PRS method is coarse grained, based on ENM and LRT, and will identify the 
potential impact of a site mutation in a computationally efficient manner. 
For ease of language, nsSNPS will hereafter be considered to be 
neutral/benign mutations, whereas deleterious nsSNPs will be referred to as 
DAMs. 
5.2 Methods 
We previously mentioned ENM and PRS in Chapter 2.3.3 and 2.4, 
respectively.  Briefly, ENM reduces the protein to a one-bead model where each 
bead is centered on the α-carbon.  Then any two beads are connected via a 
hookean potential if they are within a cutoff distance.  Any beads with a distance 
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between them greater than the cutoff distance are not connected. ENMs have been 
broadly exploited in unraveling protein dynamics, based on the premise that 
proteins have ‘intrinsic’ abilities uniquely encoded by their three-dimensional (3-
D) fold to sample functional fluctuations near their native state.  PRS couples 
ENM with linear response theory (LRT) (161) in order to assess the response of 
the protein structure (i.e. displacement vector) upon exerting directed random 
forces on selected residues.  Although based on ENM, the PRS model differs in 
two aspects.  First, the perturbations are introduced by applying random external 
forces on the selected residues.  This enables us to exert random, isotropic, forces 
on the residue of interest (i.e. random Brownian kick at a functional site) and 
analyze the residues affected by the perturbation, similar to natural regulations 
where an approaching ligand/protein exerts forces that shift the free energy 
landscape to induce certain dynamic changes in distal parts of the protein.  
Second, PRS uses the entire Hessian matrix (i.e. all eigenvectors and eigenmodes) 
to compute the residue displacement response upon exerting random forces on the 
selected residues.  This can be especially important in small domain proteins as 
the functional regulations can arise through changes in the residue dynamics rather 
than large domain movements.  Therefore, more than one mode can contribute to 
functional dynamics.  In that respect, the advantage of using the full Hessian 
matrix in PRS is that it can induce several related modes upon perturbation.  
Finally in PRS, the function f in Eqn. 2.29 is not a Heaviside step function, but 
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rather is the inverse square of the distance between interacting residues.  In other 
words, each element in the Hessian is weighted by the distance between pairs and 
every residue is connected to all other residues with a weighted hookean potential 
(146, 256) 
! 
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PRS can (i) capture conformational changes upon binding (160), (ii) identify key 
residues that mediate long-range communication and find allosteric pathways 
(257), and (iii) generate an ensemble of  structures for flexible docking and increase 
the binding affinity scores of docking methods (258).  Furthermore, as PRS is a 
coarse grained model, it is also computationally efficient. 
The metric by which PRS quantifies the role of each specific residue 
position in mediating the functional dynamics is called the Dynamic Stability 
Index (DSI).  To compute the DSI index for a given position, we apply a random 
external force Fi at a single residue i (i.e. perturbation of residue i with a random 
Brownian kick).  This perturbation then cascades through the residue interaction 
network of the protein.  We compute the fluctuation response as a profile ΔRij 
both in direction and magnitude. Thus, the response vector, ΔRij, gives the 
deviation of the residue j from its mean position in x, y, and z directions upon 
perturbation to residue i.  This procedure mimics the natural process of protein 
binding interactions in cells as a first approximation, since an approaching ligand 
applies forces on the receptor protein inducing conformational change.  To 
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minimize the effects of randomness, this procedure is performed ten times to 
ensure the force applied is isotropic and the response vector ΔRij is averaged.  The 
process is repeated for each residue position in the amino acid chain and the 
average response fluctuation profiles are computed and collected.  Then, we build 
a perturbation response matrix that includes the average displacement response of 
each residue j due to the applied random force on residue i.  The rows of this 
matrix reveal the response fluctuation profile of each position j upon perturbation 
of a specific residue.  The columns of the matrix represent the average 
displacement of a specific residue from its mean position when other residues are 
perturbed one at time along the chain.  After generating a response matrix, we 
calculate the total mean square fluctuation that may be induced on a specific 
residue by perturbations placed on the rest of the residues in the chain.  This is 
obtained by summing the matrix elements of each column separately. Finally, the 
Dynamic Stability Index (DSI) for residue i is computed by normalizing the 
average of the total amount of displacement of the residue i over the average 
displacement of all residues. 
Thus, the DSI is a relative value, indicative of being higher or lower than 
the average response (i.e. mean square fluctuation upon external perturbation) 
observed at any position. The residue positions with a very low DSI indicate 
dynamic stability. They absorb and transfer the perturbation throughout the chain 
in a dynamic cascade fashion. Thus, they will often be the hinge parts of the 
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protein that control the functional motion like joints in a skeleton. Conversely, 
sites with very high DSI are prone to perturbations to the amino acid chain. They 
are structurally flexible sites and, therefore, can play an important role in 
biochemical function, such as being anchoring sites during binding or signaling.   
Regarding site specificity, results from a test set of 40 proteins indicate 
that the DSI (Eqn. 2.37) values obtained from PRS correlate well with the 
evolutionary rate measured by multiple sequence alignment (Fig. 5.1) (259).  The 
evolution rate is determined by using a multiple sequence alignment from 46 
related species (244).  The number of substitutions at each site is obtained by 
using the known phylogeny of the species and applying the Fitch algorithm (260) 
with any alignment gaps or missing data in specific species removed to ensure 
correct calculation at those sites.  TimeTree, a public data base of divergence times 
between organisms, is used to obtain species divergence times (261).  The 
evolutionary rate is found by dividing the total substitutions by the time elapsed 
on the phylogenetic tree and has units of substitutions per site per billion years. 
Given the previous studies using PRS, it is clear that PRS is able to effectively 
sample the native ensemble.  Moreover, DSI, which is computed using PRS, gives 
insight into how any individual residue affects the protein structural dynamics and 
compares well with evolutionary rate.  This is not entirely unexpected, as 
evolutionary rate is, in a way, a measure of how critical a specific residue is to the 
functionality of the protein by examining how likely it is to undergo purifying  
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Figure 5.1: A) The plot of moving averages for evolutionary rate in black and 
Dynamic Stability Index (DSI) in red as a function of residue index.  The ribbon 
diagrams of the adenosine A2a receptor (NP_000666) are colored with a spectrum 
where red shows the highest and blue the lowest values with respect to B) DSI and 
C) evolutionary rate values per residue. The DSI and the evolutionary rate are 
highly correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.72 (source: (259)). 
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selection.  Thus, critically important residues identified by DSI should compare 
well with critically important residues purified by selection, assuming a constant 
fitness landscape across orthologs.   
Though DSI quantifies response through the protein, PRS is insensitive to 
changes arising due to the chemical specificity of an amino acid substitution at a 
given position.  In order to compare the effects of chemical specificity of nsSNPs 
compared the wild type, the coarse graining ENM basis of PRS is replaced with 
all atom REMD simulations.  MD includes long-range interactions and 
biochemical specificity and therefore incorporating MD into PRS allows for 
further insight into specific mutations beyond the accuracy of standard PRS.  By 
combining MD into PRS the computed DSI can shed light into biochemical 
specific effects on protein dynamics. 
Thus, molecular dynamics simulations of 5ns in length are performed on 
both wild type and mutant structures. Instead of predicting structures from 
scratch, as in Chapters Three and Four, we move straight into the REMD 
simulations and utilize the wild type X-ray crystal structures from the wwPDB 
(16).  For the mutant structures, we determine the nsSNPs and the DAMs from 
various sources such as the human gene mutation database (www.hgmd.org) and 
the UCS genome browser (244, 248).  The mutations are made by submitting the 
mutated 1-D sequence to MODWEB, a template based modeling server for 
predicting protein structure (262).  Each of the mutated structures is run through 
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an energy minimization prior to the REMD simulation as the energetics of the 
structures from MODWEB, although better than some other methods attempted, 
are still twice what they should be.  The specifics of the REMD simulation are 
very close to simulations in Chapters Three and Four.  The biggest difference is 
that there is no associated reservoir as we begin with only one structure, either the 
experimentally determined or the modeled structure.  This structure is seeded in 
each replica where replicas are exponentially distributed from 270-450K.  Each 
structure is run using the GBSA implicit solvation model and swaps between 
structures are attempted every 1ps.  For these runs, we attempt to swap replicas 
five times in each swap step.  The swap ratio is approximately 0.52, with the goal 
being 0.50.  Each structure is run for 5ns/replica to achieve convergence, as we 
confirmed that convergence is not met after 3ns for larger structures. 
Upon completion of the REMD simulations, the lowest temperature 
replica is again analyzed with PCA.  The covariance matrix from PCA is for the 
Cα’s only.  If an all-atom method is preferred, the PCA returns a mass-weighted 
covariance matrix. Eqn. 2.38 relates the residue cross correlations to the inverse of 
the Hessian.  To incorporate the MD covariance information into PRS/ENM the 
Hessian calculated from the connectivity is replaced by the inverse of the 
covariance matrix calculated from a PCA of the MD trajectory.  
! 
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This is referred to as PRS+MD hereafter so as not to confuse the reader with 
canonical ENM based PRS.  After insertion of the MD covariance matrix, the 
standard PRS method is completed with sequential residue perturbations. 
To test the reasonableness of this method, a PRS analysis was done to 
AncGR2 from Chapter Four and compared to a PRS+MD analysis (Fig. 5.2).  
The expectation is a qualitative agreement and this is indeed met, and the DSI 
profile of both PRS and PRS+MD exhibit the same qualitative behavior.  Thus, 
we will try to predict deleterious predictions by using PRS+MD. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: The DSI values by residue for PRS (red) and PRS+MD (blue) in 
AncGR2 (inset).  The correlation coefficient is 0.62, and the qualitative agreement 
is good. 
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Human Ferritin Protein 
The test set for the PRS+MD simulations is the wild type light chain 
subunit of the human ferritin protein (FTL) and its mutants (Fig 5.3).  This 
protein was chosen for a number of reasons.  It is computationally tractable as it 
is 171 residues.  It is stable in the chosen force field.  It is critical to health and 
there is experimental knowledge regarding specific nsSNPs that are both neutral 
and non-neutral. 
In regards to health related diseases that have been linked to FTL, iron 
misregulation (e.g. overload or reduction related to uptake, storage, release, 
regulation, and metabolism) caused by disease associated mutations (DAMs) is 
linked to anemia, cataract syndrome (263), basal ganglia disease (264, 265), 
Parkinson’s disease (266), Huntington’s disease (267), Alzheimer’s disease, 
Hallervorden-Spatz syndrome (266-268) and other neurodegenerative diseases 
(269).  
Structurally, human ferritin protein (Fig. 5.4) contains 24 subunits and is 
able to store up to 4,500 Ferric (+3 oxidation state) iron atoms inside (270).  Of 
these 24 subunits, some are Heavy form, which catalyze the oxidation of Fe2+ to 
Fe3+ with oxygen while the Light form store the oxidized iron.  The ratio of 
Heavy:Light subunits ranges from 22:2 to 4:20 (271).  The structure of both the 
Heavy and Light subunits have been experimentally determined.  In the Light  
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biological complex, as with the 
Heavy, the C-terminus region, 
along with the loop from residues 
40-50 (loop L1), plays a critical 
role in the pore for releasing Fe3+.  
Moreover, loop L1 has been shown 
to be critical to ion binding near the 
pore in horse ferritin L-chain 
protein (272).  During 
crystallization metal ions were 
bound and residues H118, S122, 
C130, D131, E134, and T135 were 
noted as lining the inner wall of the pore, with C130 specifically mentioned as 
providing the gating mechanism for ion passage (270, 272).  Additional critical ion 
binding sites are E57, E60, E61, E64, D84, E90, and E92.  Sites R124 and H136 
bind sulfate ions and also play a role in ion binding (270).  In addition to the 
original crystallographic study, mutational studies have been done to identify 
critical regions of the protein.  Neuroferritinopathy (adult onset basal ganglia 
disease) has been linked with multiple possible single nucleotide insertions that 
alter the residues in the C-terminus (265).  Infant cataract syndrome has been 
linked with mutations in the L1 loop near the C-terminus helix (263).  To 
Figure 5.3: The Light subunit of the human 
ferritin protein. It is 171 residues in length 
and is colored from blue to red where blue 
is the N-terminal and red is the C-terminal. 
(source: wwPDB, PDBID 2FG4) 
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summarize, critical regions for dynamic function of moving Fe3+ through the pore 
of the Light chain subunit involve the C-terminus, and loop L1 residues 40-50.  
Critical regions for binding of ions include residues from 57-64, 84-92, and 118-
135, specifically centered on gating residue C130.   
Here, we investigate the wild type and the following nsSNPs and DAMs, 
respectively, {L23M, D42Y, T93P, H124R} and {T30I, R40G, A96T, H132P}.  
The T30I and R40G DAMs are associated with hyperferritinaemia, or cataract 
syndrome (273, 274).  The A96T mutation is associated with neuroferritinopathy, 
or adult onset basal ganglia disease (275).  The H132P mutation is associated with 
Parkinson’s disease (276).  These mutations are specifically chosen for multiple 
reasons.  The first is that each nsSNP and DAM pair are close in sequence, e.g. 
L23M and T30I, R40G and D42Y, etc.  They are located mostly in secondary 
structural motifs, but one nearby pair is located in the critical loop L1 region.  The 
nsSNP and DAM mutations cover the biochemical spectrum for amino acids.  For 
instance, the D42Y nsSNP mutates Aspartic Acid (typically negatively charged 
upon losing a hydrogen) to a Tyrosine, which is a polar uncharged amino acid. 
Tyrosine is a special case, because in some texts it is considered to be 
hydrophobic (277), thus, one can also consider this mutation to be from an 
negatively charged amino acid to a hydrophobic amino acid.  The R40G DAM, 
which is near in sequence, mutates Arginine, a typically positively charged amino 
acid, to Glycine, a polar uncharged amino acid. 
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Figure 5.4: The structure of the biological unit of human ferritin protein, with 24 
subunits comprised of Light and Heavy subunits.  The ratio of Light:Heavy 
subunits varies depending on biological unit. (source: wwPDB, PDBID 3AJO) 
 
Along with the biochemical differences, the nsSNP and DAM sites vary in 
their evolutionary rate from conserved to moderately high (244).  DAM R40G is 
conserved across most species, and therefore has a mutation frequency value of 
zero on a scale from zero to five.  Conversely, nsSNP L23M has a mutation 
frequency value of three, indicating that this site is variable across species. 
These mutations are not well predicted by previous methods.  ΔΔG values 
(i.e. the change in folding stability upon mutation) are calculated using FoldX (80) 
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on the homology model structures of DAMs and nsSNPs.  One would expect that 
DAMs should have larger ΔΔG values due to fact that they cause more 
destabilization. However, comparison of the ΔΔG values between DAMs and 
nsSNPs shows that they are very close and cause marginal change in stability.  
Therefore, it is hard to distinguish between nsSNPs and DAMs simply from the 
minimized modeled structures before the REMD simulations (Table 5.1).  These 
results are not surprising as previous studies indicate that without at least limited 
backbone sampling ΔΔG values are not accurate enough to effectively distinguish 
DAMs and nsSNPs (250). 
Beyond the lack of prediction accuracy via ΔΔG values, DAM prediction 
servers are unable to accurately determine these mutations as DAMs/nsSNPs.  Of 
the nsSNPs, Polyphen-2 correctly predicts L23M and T93P mutations to be 
neutral (benign), however it fails in predicting D42Y and H124R as probably 
damaging.  Likewise for the DAMs, Polyphen-2 incorrectly predicts the R40G 
and A96T mutations as neutral (benign), and only predicts T30I and H132P as 
Table 5.1: The FoldX calculated ΔΔG values for nsSNPs and DAMs from the 
initial modeled structures and the final structures after REMD simulation. 
 
 
DAMs nsSNPs  
T30I R40G A96T H133P AVG L23M D42Y T93P H124R AVG 
!!G Initial 
(kcal/mol) 
19.51 36.45 27.78 24.80 27.05 21.84 31.91 31.96 21.04 26.69 
!!G After 
Simulation 
(kcal/mol) 
16.98 7.01 13.77 19.34 14.25 -0.28 5.54 -3.89 6.43 1.95 
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probably damaging.  The SIFT score of the nsSNPs predicts the L23M and T93P 
mutations as damaging.  The SIFT score of the nsSNPs predicts the L23M and 
T93P mutations to be neutral (tolerated), and D42Y and H124R to be deleterious.  
Of the DAMs, SIFT predicts all the R40G, A96T, T30I and H132P mutations to 
be deleterious.  Thus, servers that incorporate closely related evolutionary 
proteins are unable to correctly predict these mutations as neutral or damaging, 
although SIFT does correctly predict each of the DAMs to be damaging.  
Running molecular dynamics simulation allows for accurate predictions in 
multiple ways.  After a 5ns REMD simulation, representative structures for each 
DAM and nsSNP were recorded and the FoldX ΔΔG values were recalculated 
(Table 5.1).  Similar to previous findings regarding sampling (251), the scores 
improved dramatically after sampling and there is a clear distinction between 
nsSNPs and DAMs in most cases.  The average ΔΔG value of DAMs is 
14.25kcal/mol, however R40G has a ΔΔG of 7.01kcal/mol.  On the other hand, the 
average ΔΔG values of nsSNPs is 1.95kcal/mol, however D42Y and H124R have 
ΔΔG values of 5.54kcal/mol and 6.43kcal/mol, respectively.  These three 
mutations have ΔΔG values exactly half way between the averages of each of their 
respective groups, and are therefore difficult to classify as either damaging or 
benign mutations.  Even with the difficulty of categorizing these three residues, 
ΔΔG values obtained after conformational sampling through MD give markedly 
better results than just ΔΔG alone.  However, the knowledge-based potentials 
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used in FoldX do not necessarily give insight into the mechanisms by which 
DAMs affect protein function.  To this end, we consider PRS+MD simulations 
for the wild type and each DAM/nsSNP. 
After running PRS+MD simulations for each mutant, the DSI profiles are 
obtained.  The average DSI values between the nsSNPs and the DAMs are clearly 
distinct, with the DAMs being highly disruptive to residues near the pore which 
regulates Fe3+ release (Fig. 5.5A).  As previously mentioned, multiple diseases 
such as neuroferritinopathy (adult onset basal ganglia disease) and cataract 
syndrome have been linked with disruptions near the C-terminus (263, 265). 
As low DSI indicates critical motion controlling residues (i.e. hinge points), 
an increase in DSI value (and thus a loss of dynamic stability) at those specific 
residues with a low DSI value in the wild type protein is interpreted as that 
residue losing its functional ability/importance.  The average increase of DSI 
across nsSNPs and DAMs (Fig. 5.5B) again agrees with experimental findings that 
implicate the C-terminus and the nearby (spatially) 40-50 regulatory loop (loop 
L1) residues in disease.  Thus, an increase in DSI at these regions is correlated 
with a loss in dynamic functionality.   
To determine the mechanism by which each disease is caused, we examine 
each DAM and nsSNP pair (close in sequence) that are associated with each 
disease using DSI values across the entire residue profile.  Cataract syndrome is 
caused by both T30I and R40G DAMs, however, the two nsSNPs, L23M and 
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D42Y, close in sequence to these two DAMs, are benign.  Fig. 5.6 shows that 
while in both L23M and T30I higher DSI values are observed for the ion binding 
region near residue T135, only the T30I DAM DSI values increase near the L1 
loop and through the C-terminus, indicating a disruption of overall functional 
motion.  
 
Figure 5.5: A) The ribbon diagrams of the wild type FTL colored by DSI value on 
a scale from blue to red with blue being the lowest and red the highest values.  The 
functionally critical C-terminus helix (solid circle) and the L1 loop (dashed circle) 
are circled for comparison to B) the residue profile of the average increase in 
ΔDSI between the nsSNPs/DAMs and the wild type DSI values.  The mechanism 
for disease is the disruption of dynamic stability of residues near the pore, even for 
DAMs which are distant to this region (e.g. H124R which is >10Å away) 
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Figure 5.6: The DSI profile for the wild type (blue), L23M nsSNP (green) and T30I 
DAM (red) accompanied on the right by the cartoon ribbon diagrams colored by 
DSI with blue being the lowest DSI values and red being the highest. The 
mutations are presented with the side chains in spherical representation. The 
dynamic profile of T30I is a signature of cataract syndrome with functional 
disruptions near the pore, which is gated by the c-terminal helix (circled). 
 
Experimental findings link cataract syndrome with mutations in the L1 
loop region near the C-terminus helix (263), thus, the increase in DSI values over 
wild type at loop L1 in the residue index profile in Fig. 5.6 is consistent with 
experimental findings.  
Although the ΔΔG analysis is unable to determine R40G to be a DAM and 
D42Y to be an nsSNP, the DSI profile obtained from PRS+MD clearly 
differentiates R40G and T30I from the wild type.  Given that both T30I and 
R40G cause the same disease, one might expect them to have similar DSI profiles.  
Indeed, Fig. 5.7 shows that while the nsSNP D42Y exhibits behavior similar to the  
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Figure 5.7: The DSI profile for the wild type (blue), D42Y nsSNP (green) and 
R40G DAM (red) accompanied on the right by the cartoon ribbon diagrams 
colored by DSI with blue being the lowest DSI values and red being the highest. 
The mutations are presented with the side chains in spherical representation. The 
dynamic profile of R40G is nearly identical to the profile of T30I and is a signature 
of cataract syndrome with functional disruptions near the pore, which is gated by 
the c-terminal helix (circled). 
 
wild type and does not significantly disrupt the DSI profile, the R40G DAM 
profile is nearly identical to that of T30I (Fig. 5.7).  On the other hand the nsSNP 
D42Y exhibits behavior similar to the wild type protein and does not significantly 
disrupt the DSI profile.  In accordance with experimental findings that show the 
role of the loop L1 in cataracts disease, DSI confirms this to be the case due to the 
loss of dynamic stability at the C-terminus helix and the nearby loop L1 region.  
Both the T30I and R40G DAMs exhibit identical residue index DSI profiles and 
both of these mutations are linked to cataracts syndrome.  Therefore, any 
additional mutations suspected of being related to cataracts syndrome can be 
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tested, and if their DSI profile is the same as T30I and R40G, one can confirm 
them to be mutations that lead to cataracts syndrome.   
The A96T mutation is associated with neuroferritinopathy, or adult onset 
basal ganglia disease (275).  As in the previous two cases, one might expect the 
nsSNP T93P to exhibit a profile very similar to wild type, but this is not the case.  
The DSI profile does not clearly distinguish nsSNP from DAM, on the contrary, 
they exhibit very similar profiles (Fig. 5.8).  The A96T DAM shows a clear 
disruption at and around residue C130, which is experimentally known to be a 
gating residue for Fe3+ ion transfer through the channel of human ferritin protein.  
It also disrupts the dynamics stability of ion binding residues in the channel 
(residues 60-80) with increased DSI, indicating that the disease mechanism is to 
disrupt ion gating and transfer through the channel (270).  Unfortunately, in this 
case, insertions at the C-terminal region have been experimentally implicated in 
neuroferritinopathy (265).  Therefore, the mechanism of disease is not clear for 
the A96T DAM. Regarding the T93P nsSNP increase in DSI at loop L1 (residues 
40-50), which is linked to cataract syndrome but does not disrupt the functional 
dynamics at the C-terminus, indicates that unless there is a disruption of both 
these regions at once the mutation will be benign or only very mildly damaging. 
The H132P mutation is associated with Parkinson’s disease (276).  This 
residue profile of H132P shows a dynamic stability increase at the critical regions 
near loop L1 and residues S122, whereas H124R does not disrupt the DSI at any 
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Figure 5.8: The DSI profile for the wild type (blue), T93P nsSNP (green) and A96T 
DAM (red) accompanied on the right by the cartoon ribbon diagrams colored by 
DSI with blue being the lowest DSI values and red being the highest. The 
mutations are presented with the side chains in spherical representation. The 
dynamic profile of A96T is similar to the profile of L23M nsSNP and the disease 
mechanism is difficult to determine. 
 
point in the protein as compared to wild type (Fig. 5.9).  No other mutations have 
disrupted residues 120-125 as H132P does.  It is reasonable that the disease 
causing mutation disrupts the S122 ion binding residue and therefore disrupts the 
transfer of ions in the oligamer while also disrupting ion release through the pore. 
PRS+MD is biochemically specific and is able to predict both DAMs and 
their mechanism for disease.  PRS+MD does so by comparing the wild type DSI 
profile to mutant profiles.  This position specific metric is a measure of the 
dynamic functional importance of each residue.  By illuminating the mechanism by 
which disease disrupts function, PRS+MD can be useful beyond the single 
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Figure 5.9: The DSI profile for the wild type (blue), H124R nsSNP (green) and 
H132P DAM (red) accompanied on the right by the cartoon ribbon diagrams 
colored by DSI with blue being the lowest DSI values and red being the highest. 
The mutations are presented with the side chains in spherical representation. The 
dynamic profile of H132P disrupts the functional dynamics at the L1 loop near the 
pore and also disrupts the ion binding residues near S122. 
 
parameter prediction of MD+ΔΔG.  Unfortunately, MD simulations are 
especially computationally intensive and therefore beyond the scope of many 
studies, especially genome wide studies.  Therefore, for large data sets, we turn to 
canonical PRS. 
5.3.2 Evolutionary Rate and DSI 
In silico (e.g. PolyPhen, SIFT, etc) tools are effective for determining 
functionally damaging mutations that occur at highly conserved positions, 
however, their accuracy is rather low for other positions (<50% true positives) 
(244).  Furthermore, it was recently observed that in silico methods have an 
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astonishingly low accuracy (22% true positives) for functionally damaging 
nsSNPs associated with complex diseases. By introducing the DSI metric into 
such methods, we can differentiate the functional importance of each site at slow 
evolvable sites. 
DSI measures the dynamic importance to function of position specific 
residues, and initial results indicate that it compares well to evolutionary rate (Fig. 
5.1).  Evolutionary rate is, in effect, a measure of purifying selection and therefore 
functional importance to the fitness landscape of an individual residue.  DSI can be 
computed from MD covariance matrices, as shown in Chapter 5.3.1, but this does 
not lend itself to analysis of large data sets, or even small data sets with large 
proteins.  Therefore we return to canonical PRS and compute DSI values for wild 
type proteins only. 
Like 1-bead ENM, PRS is computationally efficient and we therefore 
explore the prediction accuracy of PRS on a test set of 40 proteins. These 40 
proteins were chosen by finding proteins with 3-D structures in the protein data 
bank when including sequences having >98% sequence identity and covering 
>90% of the full sequence length using a BLAST multiple sequence alignment 
search (278) with Mendelian disease sequences (disease associated mutations) 
analyzed in ref. (244).  This representative set of 40 protein structures is used to 
assess the structural effect of 16,800 sites including 965 nsSNPs.  In order to 
understand the functional importance of specific positions, we focus on the  
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Figure 5.10: The distributions of percentile DSI values among (A) slow evolvable 
nSNP sites and (B) fast evolvable sites. (source (259))   
 
contrast between position-specific DSI values and evolutionary rates. To do this, 
we examine the extreme cases of both slow evolvable and fast evolvable sites. Fig. 
5.10A presents the distribution of percentile DSI values at slow evolvable nsSNPs 
in the set of 40 proteins.  We find a correlation between conservation and DSI 
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based on structural dynamics where a small percentage (0.06) of conserved sites 
have low DSI values whereas (0.15) of conserved sites have high DSI values.  By 
introducing the DSI metric into existing in silico methods, we can differentiate the 
functional importance of each site at highly conserved sites.  In contrast, the 
distribution of DSI values for fast evolvable sites (i.e. those that exhibit high 
evolutionary rates) (Fig. 5.10B) shows a distribution peaked at the highest DSI 
values, indicating that the fast evolvable sites are mostly dynamically unstable 
(high DSI).  In silico methods tend of underpredict functionally damaging nsSNPs 
at fast evolving positions and therefore a combination of DSI values with in silico 
methods will also aid in a more accurate prediction of DAMs at fast evolvable 
sites. 
5.4 Conclusion 
By examining the dynamics of proteins we have significantly diverged 
from a field in which the dominant feature is the shear amount of 1-D sequence 
information.  However, addition of dynamic analysis to current methods allows 
for prediction of deleterious mutations with greater accuracy, such as in the case 
of predicting folding stability with knowledge based potentials.  Furthermore, the 
mechanism by which DAMs cause disease is laid bare with position specific 
dynamic analysis.  Prediction of DAMs is critical to the future of personalized 
medicine, and in certain cases it may be advantageous to study a disease in detail 
where PRS+MD can provide such detailed insight.  Studies involving either very 
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large proteins or large amounts of proteins require a coarse grained method and are 
beyond the scope of MD analysis.  Maintaining position specificity by addition 
of evolutionary rate data to current prediction servers in an intelligent manner may 
provide increased accuracy as current servers do not predict DAMs at highly 
evolvable sites or nsSNPs at highly conserved sites very well.  However, in cases 
where the fitness landscape or protein function changes, the DSI values calculated 
from PRS can be used to appropriately bias the prediction algorithm in a way 
similar to which addition of evolutionary rate info would.  How much this may 
increase accuracy in current prediction servers is yet to be seen, but the potential 
for advance using dynamics remains. 
What would be most interesting and yet is beyond the scope of current 
methods is determination of not just non-neutral mutations, but whether those are 
mutated from positive evolutionary pressure or negative deleterious mutations.  
Future research involving analyzing co-mutation of onsite (at functional sites on 
protein, such as residues in the binding pocket) and offsite (residues which alter 
that stability of the protein to be permissive to new function) residues may be one 
path to differentiation between positively selected and negative mutations.   
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
The scope of this thesis ranges from ab initio protein structure prediction 
to using dynamics to understand the mechanism by which evolution informs 
structural dynamics to improving the accuracy in prediction of DAMs. 
In Chapter Three, ab initio physics-based protein structure prediction is 
explored.  We develop a novel structure prediction method called the Zipping and 
Assembly Method with FRODA (ZAMF).  ZAMF is a multi-scale modeling 
technique that combines all atom molecular dynamics and geometric constraint 
based simulations.  With ZAMF the native like structures of eight small globular 
proteins are predicted accurately and with greater computational efficiency as 
compared to the original Zipping and Assembly method.  However, blind testing 
in the Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Prediction Techniques (CASP) 
indicates that further improvements can lead to a greater applicability of ZAMF.  
By improving secondary structure prediction, the final accuracy of predicted 
structures can be increased.  Current methods are accurate up to 80% of the time 
in predicting secondary structure, but to truly tackle ab initio folding this number 
must go up.  Any method that starts with incorrect secondary structure will not 
correctly determine the native state.  Some methods incorporate the effects of 
tertiary contacts into the prediction of secondary structures, leading to reported 
improvements in predicted secondary structures (53).  Therefore, allowing the 
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tertiary contacts to inform the secondary structure predictions may offer a route 
to improving the secondary structure prediction in ZAMF.  Finally, the 
refinement stage of ZAM does not need improvement per se, but incorporation of 
force field and computational advancements should be considered.  An example is 
the Amber99SB force field (6) mentioned in Chapter Two combined with the nGB 
solvation model (279).  This force field is shown to improve the backbone φ/ϕ 
torsion angle parameters, which leads to better agreement with secondary 
structure propensity as compared with data from the world wide Protein Data 
Bank.  The nGB solvation model is able to calculate the born radii more accurately 
and quickly, thus leading to more accurate electrostatics.  A combination of these 
two may lead to better transferability across all proteins.  Another additional 
consideration is a shift to Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) based MD 
simulations.  GPU based MD simulations can be highly parallelized on a single 
GPU card and therefore are orders of magnitude faster than CPU based parallel 
simulation on a single machine and should be considered (280). 
Chapter Four presents an improved version of the ZAMF method that 
incorporates structural information from modern day homologs and successfully 
predicts of the native state of three ancestral steroid receptor proteins.  This 
updated ZAMF is combined with analysis of the underlying protein structural 
dynamics to determine when a protein has diverged function from its most recent 
ancestor.  It is therefore possible to accurately refine phylogenetic trees without 
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costly reconstruction of proteins in a lab.  Furthermore, the specific mutations 
necessary to diverge function are identified by examining the change in fluctuations 
of residues along the biologically relevant modes in successive homologs.  Thus, 
Chapter Four presents how dynamics can inform phylogenetic trees by 
dynamically clustering proteins that have diverged function.  Although the proof 
of principle is shown, further study is necessary in order to apply this to 
phylogenetic tree building.  MD simulations are too costly to run on servers due 
to intense demand of computing resources and large amounts of real time required. 
In the present study, three proteins from the nuclear superfamily of proteins were 
examined, and in such smaller studies a full MD treatment is optimal, but larger 
studies will need a different solution. Applying a coarse grained method that 
approximates the dynamics, such as the Perturbation Response Scanning (PRS) 
method, may be one possibility.  However, even with no changes in the method 
developed here, further study of additional systems that do not have 
crystallographic data in order to make predictions that can be tested 
experimentally would be very exciting.  
In Chapter Five, the Perturbation Response Scanning (PRS) method is 
introduced to analyze the structural dynamics associated with disease associated 
mutations (DAMs).  The mechanism leading to Parkinson’s disease, adult onset 
basal ganglia disease, and cataracts syndrome due to four mutations to the human 
ferritin protein are examined, along with nearby nsSNPs that do not cause disease.  
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To analyze the mechanism by which the DAMs cause these diseases, the dynamic 
stability index (DSI) of each residue in the protein is calculated.  The DSI is the 
measure of the average displacement of residue i due to isotropic forces being 
applied at to every other residue in the polypeptide chain.  In short, DSI measures 
the response of each residue in the protein due to forces the protein experiences in 
situ, such as the forces applied in the binding pocket during ligand binding.   
Interestingly, experimental studies into cataracts syndrome implicate a 
regulatory loop near the exit pore of the protein and the DSI profile agrees with 
experimental studies.  Specifically, the DSI profile of the DAMs related to 
cataracts syndrome shows a drastic increase in DSI (and thus, a loss of stability) 
at the c-terminal helix gating the exit pore and at the regulatory loop near the c-
terminus.  Currently, the mechanism by which the human ferritin protein 
contributes to Parkinson’s disease is unknown, but the DSI profile indicates that a 
loss of dynamic stability to the gating residue that controls passage of Fe3+ along 
the channel is the cause.  Future experimental studies to test this hypothesis 
experimentally would be of interest in order to validate the prediction accuracy of 
this method.  Furthermore, the DSI value is shown to correlate with evolutionary 
rates, which indicates that DSI is indeed a good measure of functional importance.  
Examining slow and fast evolvable sites indicates that DSI is able to distinguish 
functional importance at even these sites beyond the current ability of Multiple 
Sequence Alignment methods.  Future studies geared toward incorporating the DSI 
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metric into current DAM prediction servers may lead to gains in accuracy at 
prediction of DAMs, specifically at the slow and fast evolvable sites.   
Furthermore, by incorporating biochemical specificity into PRS so that the 
differences in DSI between wild type and mutant proteins can be explored, PRS 
could potentially be a stand-alone web server to serve the community in 
predicting whether non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms are benign 
or damaging.  Possible methods for incorporating biochemical specificity into the 
PRS method include weighting the hookean springs by the grantham distance of 
the mutation or weighting the springs between residues with an effective 
interresidue contact energy from the knowledge based Miyazawa-Jernigan matrix 
(281).  Synergistic approaches to problem solving often lead to advantages over an 
individual approach, and it is expected that improvement can be made on both 
positive prediction accuracy and also in reduction of negative prediction 
inaccuracy, as is indicated by Fig. 5.10.  With the speed of PRS, examination of 
co-mutating sites may be possible in future studies.   
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